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Abstract

Cat lumbar motoneurones display changes in excitability during fictive

locomotion induced by stimulation of the mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR). A

novel finding reported recently is a -8.0 mV hyperpolarization of voltage threshold (Vth)

for action potential generation in motoneurones during fictive locomotion (Krawitz et al.

2001). Mechanisms underlying this phenomenon are still unknown.

In this thesis we use computer models combined with single cell recording

technique to investigate possible mechanisms responsible for the hyperpolarization of

Vth. Three types of model motoneurons (S, FR and FF) were built using GENESIS

based on cat spinal motoneurone properties. A large-scale population model (Bashor,

1998) was used to reveal potential effects on the output of motoneurone pools during

fictive locomotion.

Simulation results with the motoneurone models show that Vth could be

hyperpolarizedby either increasing the fast sodium conductance or by decreasing the fast

potassium conductance (delayed rectifier) in the initial segment. Fluctuations of

membrane potential could also produce Vth hyperpolarization, but unlike the state-

dependent hyperpolarization of Vth observed during fictive locomotion, this effect on

Vth is limited to the first few spikes in the spike train. The network modeling shows that

hyperpolarization of Vth could enhance the output of the motor system through

increasing the recruitment of motoneurones and the average firing frequency of

motoneurone pools. The simulation results suggest that enhancement of the initial



segmental sodium conductance is a possible mechanism underlying the hyperpolarization

of Vth during fictive locomotion and that this increased excitability of motoneurones

would enhance the output of spinal motor systems mainly through an increment of

recruited motoneurons. These results suggest the hypothesis that motoneurone

recruitment durÌng locomotion is determined, at least in part, by modulation of voltage

threshold.
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General Introduction

Overview of Motoneurone Physiology

Motoneurones are the final comrnon path which links the central neryous system

(CNS) and motor behaviour (Sherrington, L947). Motoneurones receive synaptic inputs

from descending systems (forebrain, some brain stem nuclei, raphe nucleus, locus

coeruleus, and other pontine and brainstem nuclei) and from various afferent fibers (from

muscle, joints, and skin, etc.), and integrate the synaptic inputs for coding of the output

signals. Motoneurones also receive synaptic inputs from the interneuron circuitry serving

as the "central pattern generation" for a motor behaviour. The resulting motor output is

determined by the final integration of synaptic sources occurring at the motoneurones.

Mechanisms capable of altering the firing or integrative properties of motoneurones will

therefore to be expected to have profound effects on motoneurone recruitment and the

total motor output.

Anatomy and membrane properties of motoneurones

Spinal motoneurones are mainly distributed in lamina IX of the ventral horn.

They are among the largest of spinal neurones. In cat, the spinal motoneurones have a

large dendritic tree and a large soma. The dendritic membrane accounts for more than

97Vo (Cullheim et al., 1987) of the total membrane area, with 61,Vo of the stem dendrites

and I2-33Vo of distal dendrites covered by synaptic boutons (örnung et al., 1998; see

Rekling et al. 2000 for review). In adult cat, the hindlimb motoneurones have a soma

diameter of 30-70 ¡tm, 5-20 stem dendrites with diameters of 0.5-19 pm, and a mean



length of -1200 pm (Cullheim et al., 1987; Utftrake et al., 1981;Van Buren and Frank,

1965;zwaagstra and Kernell, 1980. see Rekling et al. 2000 for review).

The anatomical structure of motoneurones determines some aspects of their

passive membrane electrical properties. Cat spinal motoneurones have an input resistance

(R¡) of -1.5 MO (ranging from 0.3 to 6), specific membrane resisrivity (Ry) of -0.25

Qmz 10.t-t), specific membrane capacitance (cu) of -0.02 F/m2 q0.ot-0.04), specific

cyroplasmic resistivity (RÐ of -0.7 Qm (0.5-1), rime consranr (r) of -5 ms (3-L2), and

electrotonic length (L¡q) of -1.5À (L-2), (See Rall, l97l for review).

Active conductances in cat, mouse and neonatal rat spinal motoneurones include

fast sodium conductance (gNu), fast potassium conductance-delayed rectifier (grtonl), A-

current conductance (gre), calcium-dependent potassium conductance (gqnnni, both fast

and slow), h-current conductance (gn, mixed currents of sodium and potassium), leak

conductance (potassium current g6_¡ and chloride current gcr_ù, and three types of

calcium conductances, including T-type (gcu_r, LVA), L-type (gcu_r-, HVA), and N-type

(gcu-N, FrvA). The P-type calcium conductance (gcu-p, HVA) has been found in

hypoglossal motoneurones, and the persistent sodium conductance (g¡"p) has been found

in trigeminal, hypoglossal, and facial motoneurones in guinea pig. (Rekling et al., 2000

and Binder et al., 1996).

A motoneurone and the population of muscle fibers that it innervates are called a

"motor unit". In vertebrates, the skeletal muscles are generally classified into three types:

slow fibers with high level of aerobic metabolism & slow contraction (slow type), fast

glycolytic fibers with high level of glycolysis & rapid contraction (fast type), and fasr

oxidative fibers with intermediate properties between the slow and fast type. The



different types of muscle fibers are organized into different types of motor units, and

there is a close correlation between the types of muscle fibers and the types of

motoneurones that innervates it. Studies by Robert Burke's group therefore demonstrated

that motor units could be divided into three types: S-type (slow-twitch & fatigue

resistant), FF-type (fast-twitch & fatiguable), and FR type (fast-twitch & farigue

resistant), according to their different rate of contraction, force generation, fatigue

resistant ability, and glycolytic & oxidative capacity (see Burke R.E. 1981 for details).

studies by Burke and his colleagues (Burke, R.E., Levine, D.N., salcman, M.,

and Tsairis,P., 1974) showed that force generations by the three types of motor units

were different. The S-type motor unit generated the smallest force (contraction) in

response to single volley stimulation while the FF-type generated the largest one (-25

times larger than the S-type). In response to tetanic stimulation, however, the S-type

motor unit maintained a prolonged contractile state, which is called a muscie tetanus.

while the FF-type activated tetanically and faded rapidly to no contractile force at all. The

FR-type showed intermediate properties between the S- and FF-types: a modest

contractile response to a single volley (-5 times larger than the S-type) and only modest

fading with tetanic stimulation.

Correspondingly, motoneurones are divided into S, FF and FR types according to

the motor units they belong to. Different types of motoneurones have different sizes and

electrophysiological properties. The S-type motoneurones have a relatively small somatic

and dendritic membrane area (e.g. 456900 p*', cullheim et al., LggT),low rheobase

current of -5 nA (in a range of < 8.5 nA, Zengel et al., 1985), large input resistance of

-1.6 MQ (> 1.3MQ, Zenge| et al., 1985), and large membrane time constant of -10 ms (>



9.5 ms, Zengel et al', 1985), while the FF{ype motoneurones have a large membrane area

(e.g.726600 prnt, cullheim et al., lgïl-), high rheobase of -20 nA (>15 nA, zengel et al.,

1985), small input resistance of -0.6 MQ (< 0.s5 }y'rÇ), zengel er al., 19g5), and small

membrane time constant of -6.0 ms (< 7.4 ms, Zengel et al., l9g5). The FR_type

motoneurones fall between the S- and F-type units with a mediate somatic and dendritic

area (e.g. 617300 ¡rm2, Cullheim et a1., 1987), rheobase current of -lZ nA (in a range of

8.5-15 nA, Zengel et al., 1985), input resistance of -1.0 Me (0.g5-1.3 MCI, Zengel et al.,

1985), and membrane time constant of 8.0 ms (7.4-9.5 ms, Zengel et al., 19g5). There is

another type called FI type (fasrtwitch & intermediate fatigue) which falls between the

FF- and FR-type units. See Zengel et al. (1985), Clements er al. (1989), and Cullheim et

al. (1987) for details of properties of all four types of motoneurones.

Excitability of mot oneurone s

The excitability of motoneurones is determined by their intrinsic membrane

properties and modulated by pre-motor networks. Normally, the action potential is

initiated in the unmyelinated initial axon segment because it has higher density of fast

sodium channels than the soma (Catterall 1981; Dodge and Cooley, 1973; Moore et al.,

1983). Then the initial segmental action potential invades the soma-dendritic membrane

and generates the somatodendritic action potential, the SD spike. The initial segment

spike that causes an inflection of the somatic membrane potential is referred to as IS

spike (See Fig. 14, Section I).

In cat lumbar motoneurones, the relation between the steady-state firing

frequency and the amount of injected curent (f-I relation) can be described as one or t\¡/o



ranges with the slopes of the fîrst range (primary range) of 1-3 HzlnA and the secondary

range of 3-8 HzlnA (Kernell 1965). Further increasing the injected cuûent may result in a

third range with lower slope (Baldissera and Gustafsson, I974a,b,c; Kernell, 1965:

Schwindt, 1973; schwindt and calvin,l9i2; Schwindt and crill, Lggz).

Motoneurone excitability can be influenced by many factors including (1)

anatomical structure; (2) passive and active membrane properties; (3) afferent and

segmental inputs; and (4) neuronal modulators. Almost every active conductance listed

above has an effect on motoneurone excitability. However, the conductances that have

direct and major influences on the excitability of spinal motoneurones include (1) the

calcium-dependent potassium conductance, which produces the afterhyperpolarization

(AIP) and regulates the firing frequency of the motoneurones; (2) the fast o conductance,

which initiates the action potentials, determines voltage threshold for action potential

generation, and has an effect on the current threshold for firing; (3) high voltage activated

non-inactivating calcium conductance (L-type), which facilitates non-linear integration of

synaptic inputs, plateau potentials, and bi-stable firing motoneurone firing; and (4) leak

conductance which is a major contributor to the input resistance, rheobase current, and

resting membrane potential.

Synaptic inputs from sensory fibers and pre-motor neuronal networks produce

both post synaptic excitation and inhibition. For example, the excitatory monosynaptic

input to spinal motoneurones from group Ia afferent uses glutamate as neurotransmitter,

and Ia inhibitory interneurons (IaIN), which mediate reciprocal inhibition, release glycine

as transmitter. Aslo, Renshaw cells mediate recurrent inhibition through GABAergic and

glycinergic projections to the motoneurone pools (See Rekling et al., 2000 for review).



Neuronal modulators exert potent effects on motoneurone excitability. The major

modulators for cat, mouse, and neonatal rat motoneurones include glutamate, 5-I{I, NE

(norepinephrine), ACh, and dopamine. Modulation of motoneuronal excitability includes

both pre- and post-synaptic modulations and act both via ionotropic and metabotropic

receptors. Actions at ionotropic receptors alter local membrane currents that are

determined by membrane properties and cellular morphology. Actions at metabotropic

receptors initiate second messenger cascades that have various effects including altering

the function of ionotropic channels and/or receptors (Rekling et al., 2000). Details of

putative mechanisms altering motoneurone excitability are discussed in Section I

(discussion) and General Discussion of this thesis.

Motoneurone excitability is increased during fictive locomotion

Cat lumbar motoneurones display enhanced in excitability during fictive

locomotion induced by stimulation of mesencephalic locomotor region (Ivtr-R). Previous

experiments have shown that during fictive locomotion, motoneurones display (1)

changes in the input resistance (Shefchyk et al 19s5); (z) a reducrion in

afterhyperpolarization (Brownstone et al 1992, similar observations are also reported in

the isolated neonatal rat spinal cord preparation (Schmidt, 1994) during

pharmacologically induced locomotor like activity); (3) hyperpolarization of voltage

threshold for action potential generation (Krawitz et al., 2000); and (4) changes in the

relation of firing frequency and injected current (Brownstone et a1., L992; Fedirchuk et

al', 1998). A1l these changes in membrane properties are state-dependent. Mechanisms

underlying these phenomena are still unknown. However, some factors that have

6



influence on the motoneurone excitability at rest would be excluded. For example, the

morphology or size of the motoneurones can be excluded because no relation between the

types of motoneurone and the above-mentioned changes in excitability has been reported

during fictive locomotion. Some transient changes in membrane conductance could be

also excluded because of their limited effects on motoneurone membrane properties. For

examples, the accommodation of action potential generation, which is mainly due to an

inactivation of sodium channels during a slow depolarization of membrane potential, and

adaptation of repetitive firing, which mainly results from an accumulation of calcium

dependent-potassium cuffents, would not be responsible for the above mentioned

phenomena. The synaptic inputs from afferent fibers could be also excluded as a possible

mechanism because the above mentioned changes in motoneurone excitability are

observed during fictive locomotion in the ubr"n.l of afferent activity. Therefore, the

question of what mechanisms underlying the changes in cat lumbar motoneurone

excitability during fictive locomotion remains open. A further investigation of these

mechanisms will enhance our knowledge of the motoneurone properties and help us to

better understand the mechanisms that the motor system uses to regulate the output for

locomotion. The purpose of this thesis is to investigate putative mechanisms underlying

the hyperpolarization of voltage threshold for action potential generation in cat lumbar

motoneurones during fictive locomotion using modelling and experimental approaches.

Modeling of neuronal activity

Computer modeling is a useful tool in unraveling the complex workings of

neuronal systems. Neurone models are widely used for studies of membrane properties



and excitability of neurons in different species. Early excitability models were focused on

action potential propagation in nerve and the gating of the ions permeable to the

membrane. An important early proposal was made by Bernstein (1902) based on the

work of Nernst and others. Bernstein proposed that the membrane was a site of diffusion

potential primarily due to a potassium concentration gradient and that a sharp increase in

permeability and the loss of ion specificity permitted the membrane potential temporarily

to depolarize Ío zeÍo. Based on these ideas some phenomenological models were later

developed for the studies of electrical changes in membrane property and threshold for

excitation (Hill 1910; Rashevsky 1931). Our knowledge of neuronal electrical and

anatomical properties has greatly improved over many decades of research, and now the

channel-based biophysical models can be built much more accurately to reflect the

detailed membrane properties of neurons. The ability to build a neuron model with

increasingly realistic properties is mainly attributed to the contributions by Hodgkin,

Huxley, and Rall. Their pioneering work has become a basis for today's neuronal

modeling.

Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model

The Hodgkin-Huxley model includes two parts: (1) the parallel-conductance

model of the axon membrane, and (2) the mathematical model which was constructed to

describe the voltage and time dependencies of the fast potassium and fast sodium

conductances responsible for the action potential in squid axons (Hodgkin and Huxley,

1952d). The original HH model was intended to account for the voltage-clamp

experimental observations, where the cur¡ents carried by Na* and K* ions could be



separated. During the action potential produced by a step depolarization, the sodium

conductance turned on and then inactivated and the potassium conductance turned on

with a sigmoid time course following a step depolarization. The assumption for the HH

model is that there are separate channels for potassium, sodium, and other ions so that the

total ionic current is a sum of the currents generated by each of the channels (Hodgkin

and Huxley, r952c). In HH model, porassium conductance (gd is computed by a

coefficient (n) multiplied by the maximum value (g<_,no*) of the conductance (i.e. gr= n4

gr-'o*), and sodium conductance (gNJ is calculated in a similar way with two coefficients

(m and h) multiplying the maximum value (g¡u_rnu*) of the conductance (i.e. gxu= m3h

g¡¡u-rnu*)' State variables n, m, and h are time- and voltage-dependent and satisfy a first

order of an ordinary differential equation with a form of dX/dt = a(I-X)-þX, where X is

the state variable; a and þ arc rate constants that are voltage dependent. Solutions to this

ordinary differential equation suggest that n and m exponentially increase with time and

voltage depolarization while h exponentially decays with time and voltage depolarization.

The n and m are called the activation state variables, and h is called the inactivation state

variable. The introduction of h to the description of the gating behaviour of sodium

channels distinguishes the kinetics of sodium currents from that of the potassium currents

(details of the HH model are described in method in Section I).

The HH model describes the permeability changes of the excitabie membrane and

predicts action potential generation and propagation. "The success of HH models is a

triumph of the classical biophysical method in answering a fundamental biological

question. Sodium and potassium ion fluxes account for excitation and conduction in the

squid giant axon. Voltage-dependent permeability mechanisms and ionic gradients



suffice to explain electrical excitability. The membrane hypothesis is correct. A new era

began in which an ionic basis was sought for every electrical response of every cell."

(Hill, 1992).

Rall model of spinal motoneurones

The Rall model (Rall 1959; Rall 1962) was established in the quest for a theory

for analyzing how electrical currents spread in dendritic trees when the single R-C neuron

model (resistor-capacitor model) could not coffectly interpret the decay of synaptic

potentials measured in motoneurones. The Rall model can be used to simplify the

complex dendritic structure into a series of electrically equivalent "cylinders" without

losing the electrical properties of the dendrites. A neuron can be represented by the Rall

model if the equation dpor.nt3tz =2 dduusr,,.r3l2 holds, where dparenr is the diameter of parent

dendrite and d¿ou"1r¡r, is the diameter of daughter dendrites. Using the Rall model a neuron

can be modeled as an isopotential soma attached to cable segments representing dendritic

trees. In the Rall model the passive electric properties of a neuron are described by four

parameters: input resistance (R¡q), time constant (r), ratio of somatic R¡ to dendritic R¡

(p), and electrotonic length (I-ll),, where, I is the physical length of the dendrite, and l, is

the space constant).

To overcome the restrictive assumption imposed on cable theory that the

membrane is passive, Rall (1964) developed a compartmental approach. With this

approach dendritic segments are assumed to be isopotential and are lumped into a single

electrically short R-C compartment. Compartments are connected to each other through

longitudinal resistivity. Using the compartment approach, dendritic trees can be modeled

10



with active conductances, and the inpuloutput properties of neurons can be computed

with synaptic perturbation rather than synaptic current. Cable and compartmental models

provide the essential tools for linking the structure of neurons to their electrical function.

The Rali model has become the groundwork for a quantitative biophysical approach for

exploring the functional role of dendrites as well as a basis of neuron modeling at both

the single neuron level and the level of large-scale networks.

The HH-model describes the mechanisms underlying the gating behaviours of the

voltage dependent conductances, while the Rall model links neuronal structure to

electrical function. Both models (or theories) have become an essential basis for today's

modeling framework for models comprising a single neuron to a large-scale neuronal

network.

Constraints and contributions of the Rall model

The cable equation was first derived by Hermann and V/eber in 1870s and applied

to the problem of electrotonic propagation along a cylinder cable. Their work was later

known as the cable theory. Rall was the first person to apply the cable theory to dendritic

neurons in 1950s. Although at that time Coombs, Eccles, and Fatt did consider cuffenr

flow to dendrites in their interpretation of measured input resistance, they neglected the

transient cable properties of the dendrites. This resulted in erroneously low value for

membrane time constant (tn) and misinterpretations of how synaptic potential could

decay more slowly than would be expected. Rall applied cable theory to dendritic

neurones to correct these errors and misinterpretations (See Rall 1977 for review). Rall's

work refuted the notions made by Eccles and others that the distal dendritic rree was

11



essentially electrically invisible from the soma. Instead, Rall showed that the entire

dendritic tree of motoneurones \ryas important for synaptic integration. Rall's work made

some important contributions, including a way of estimating electrotonic length (L) and

membrane time constant (tn.,) from intracellular recordings and an estimation of C¡a, Ry

and L using an electrical model with dendrites represented by electrically equivalent

cables (See section Measurement of electrical properties of motoneurones in general

discussion). The reduction of the neuron to a simpler electrical geometry has been one of

the great accomplishments in neural modelling research.

Representation of a branched dendritic tree as an equivalent cylinder is based on

several assumptions including (1) the values of R¡u1 and R¡ are the same in all branches;

(2) all terminal branches end with the same boundary conditions; (3) all terminal

branches have the same electrotonic length (L); (a) at every branch point, the diameters

of the two daughter branches must follow the 3/2 power law (Rall 1989.). It is obvious

that natural dendritic trees are unlikely to satisfy all of these constraints, which were used

to define an idealized mathematical representation that provides a valuable reference

case. However, some dendrite trees such as those of cat spinal motoneurones have been

reported to approximately satisfy the 3/2 power law, and some (e.g. cells in

hippocampus) satisfy the 312 porver law fairly well. Studies (Lux et a1.,79'70; Redman

1916) showed that there was about 207o vanation in the electrotonic lengths of major

dendritic branches from the same motoneurone in cat spinal cord, but collapsing ten or

more dendrite trees into an equivalent cylinder with a single electrotonic length is

unlikely to cause a significant error (see Carlen et al. 1984 for review). The assumption

of uniform membrane resistivity for entire soma-dendritic membrane (i.e. the same value

12



of RM) is not necessary; theoretical solutions could be carried out with a different Ry

value for the soma and for each cylinder branch component. Since the input conductance

is dominated by the combined dendritic trees the input conductance of the whole neuron

is not sensitive to the changes in the value of R¡a.

Despite its limitations the Rall model has enhanced our understanding of how the

neuron's morphology, membrane properties, and synaptic architecture determine its

input/output properties and provides us a way of extracting key parameters of the neurons

(such as r* and L) from a set of simple intracellular recordings. The simplification of a

neuron to an electrically equivalent cylinder has been one of the great accomplishments

in the modelling. This approach is one of the bases upon which our single cell models are

built.

Single neurone models

According to Segev (1992), neurone models can be divided inro

phenomenological models and channel-based biophysical models. Phenomenological

models include the 'integrated-and-fire' model (due to the membrane capacitance), in

which the threshold is arbitrarily assumed, and the FHN-type fitz, Hugh and Nagumo)

model, in which the electrical properties of the membrane are represented by two

variables (two coupled differential equations) - the membrane voltage and a slow

recovery variable, each satisfies a differential equation with polynomial non-linearity.

Threshold in the FHN model is not arbitrarily predefined but an emergent property of the

model. The Hodgkin and Huxley (I952d) three-channel model is the prominent channel-

based model. In this class of models the various membrane currents, charactenzed usins
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voltage clamp techniques, are described mathematically. The model is then used to study

the contribution of the various ion currents to overall complex electrical behaviour of the

modeled neurone. Neurone models can also be divided into morpho-less models (Segev,

1992) and morpho-complex models. In morpho-less models, the geometrical

complexities of nerve cells are neglected, and the neurones are represented as a point

unit' In contrast, morpho-complex models retain the complexity of the morphology of the

modeled neurone to a certain degree. The neuronal dendritic trees can be reduced at any

level using the Rall model, and the degree of reduction depends on the questions that the

model is designed to answer.

Single cell models could provide us with an effective tool to study the neuronal

properties in an idealized condition and help us better understand how the behaviour of

neurons relates to their membrane properties and morphological and biophysical features.

Kernell et al built the first HH+ype motoneurone model based on cat spinal motoneurone

properties (Kernell, D., and H. Sjöholm, L912). This model was a modification of the

Frankenhaeuser-Huxley model (1964) for voltage clamp data from the amphibian nerve

fiber and was later used to study the repetitive firing properties of cat spinal

motoneurones. one year later, Dodge and Cooley (L973) built another HH-type

motoneurone model with more realistic properties based on cat spinal motoneuronal

structure and voltage-clamp data (Araki and Terzuolo, 1962), for a study of action

potential generation in cat spinal motoneurones. This model was further developed by

Traub (1977) to study the different geometry of cat spinal motoneurones in relation to the

"size principle". Traub's model (1977) is the basis upon which I have built the cat lumbar

motoneurone models presented in this thesis.
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Over the last 50 years different forms of cat spinal motoneurone models with

different degree of complexity have been developed for various studies of electrical

properties, repetitive firing properties and excitability of the caf spinal motoneurones and

inpuloutput relation of the motoneurone pools (e.g. Kernell, 1968; Lux et al., 1970;

Kernell, D., and H. Sjöholm , 1972; Dodge and Cooley , I9l3; Barrett and Crill, 1974;

Baldissera and Gustafsson, l9J4a,b,c; Traub,1977; Traub and Llinas, I97l;Plnter et al.,

1983; Fleshman et al., 1988; Cullheim et al., 1987; Clements and Redman, 1989;

Heckman and Binder, r99r; r993a; L993b; Powers, 1993, Heckman 1994; Jones and

Bawa 1997, Dai et al., 1998). The degree of complexity of the models depends on the

question posed and the problems that the models are applied to. However, a model based

on anatomic structure and physiological characteristics of the actual neurones has some

advantages. For example, Wilson and Bower (1989), using known anatomic and

physiological data, showed that one can constrain the values of model parameters that

need to be explored to tune and charactenze the behaviour of the model. These

biologically accurate simulations can more readily produce results that are comparable to

data from experiments, thus increasing the likelihood that predictions of the models will

be testable. For this reason, building neurone models with more realistic properties of the

modeled neurones is one of the goals of this thesis. There is always a balance between the

modeled neurones and the realistic neurones.

"A model is something simple made by the scientists to help them understand

something complicated. A good model is one that succeeds to reduce the complexity of

the modeled system significantly while still preserving its essential features." (Segev,

1992).
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The purpose of this thesis

The purpose of this thesis is to use modeling approaches combining cat

experimental data to probe answers to the following three questions:

(1) What are possible mechanisms underlying the hyperpolarization of voltage

threshold for action potential generation in cat lumbar motoneurones observed during

fictive locomotion induced by stimulation of midbrain locomotion region (MLR) ?

(2) Will locomotor drive potentials (LDPs), the periodic fluctuations of membrane

potential, have an effect on the voltage threshold for action potential generation during

fictive locomotion ?

(3) How does voltage threshold hyperpolarization change the output of

motoneurone pools ?

The thesis is composed of three sections. Each section focuses on each of the

above questions.

Rational for choosing the models in each section

Studies presented in Section I and II focused on an investigation of the possible

ionic bases that might account for hyperpolarization of Vth in cat lumbar motoneurones

during fictive locomotion. To this end, the Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) type of the single cell

model was chosen for these studies. There are many benefits for using the HH-type

model motoneurones. In general, the HH-type model motoneurones could be built with

more realistic properties of the real motoneurones based on the anatomic structure and

passive properties of the real motoneurones and properties of ionic channels that have

been found in mammalian spinal motoneurones. The behaviour of the HH-type model
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motoneurones could be easily adjusted by appropriately setting the passive and active

membrane propefties. In addition, it is also easy to simulate the effect of modulation of

the ionic conductances by either altering the maximum conductance or shifting the

voltage dependency of the conductances and to measure the resulting effects on the

output of the model motoneurones such as the action potential generation and the firing

frequency/inj ected current (f-I) relationships, etc.

Study in Section III focused on the effect of lowing of Vth on the output of

motoneurone pools. The active membrane properties determined by ionic conductances

were not the target of this study. Therefore, a large-scale population model was chosen in

this section. The model was built with point neurones that had simple membrane

properties and an easy control of Vth. The output of the model in this study consisted of

the mean firing frequency and the number of recruited cells in the model motoneurone

pools.
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Section I

A modelling study of locomotion-induced

hyperpolarization of voltage threshold in cat lumbar motoneurones.

YUE DAI, KELVIN E. JONES, BRENT FEDIRCI{LIK,

DAVID A. McCREA. LARRY M. JORDAN

Department of Physiology,

University of Manitoba,

Winnipeg, MB, R3E 3J7, Canada
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1.

Sumrnarv

During fictive locomotion the voltage threshold for action potential initiation (Vth) in

adult cat, lumbar motoneurones becomes hyperpolanzed,. This threshold lowering

(mean of 6.2 mV, Krawitz et al. 2001) occurs in the absence of or with only small

changes in action potential height and width. Potential ionic mechanisms of this

locomotor state-dependent increase in excitability were examined using a five

compartment model of the motoneurone. The input resistance, rheobase, membrane

time constant, voltage threshold, and firing frequency-current (f-I) relation of the

model cells were similar to those observed in adult cat motoneurones. Models were

constructed to represent motoneurones innervating fast fatigable, fast fatigue resistant

and slow muscle fibers.

Parameters of ten active conductances were altered to determine which might be

modified during fictive locomotion to produce the lowering of action potential Vth

that occurs in real motoneurones. Changes in several currents were either ineffective

in altering Vth or resulted in gross changes in the amplitude or duration of the

somatic action potential. This included currents underlying the afterhyperpolarization,

the persistent Na+ cuffent, the leak current, three Ca2* currents an¿ .h' and .a,

potassium currents. These were then eliminated as likely candidates for lowering the

Vth during fictive locomotion.

Changing only one modelled conductance did not fully replicate the Vth lowering

seen experimentally. A greater than 5 mV hyperpolarization of Vth with minimum

changes in the action potential was obtained, however, by either increasing the

2.

3.
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conductance or hyperpolarizing the voltage dependency of fast sodium channels

located in the initial segment compartment. Similar but smaller changes were

produced by reducing the conductance or decreasing the activation of delayed

rectifier potassium channels.

4. These simulations show that changes in several conductances can alter the current

threshold of motoneurons, but the lowering of Vth can be most easily accomplished

by affecting the voltage dependency of fast Na+ channels. This suggests a potential

target for as yet unknown neuromodulators that are released as part of the transition

from the quiescent to the locomotor state.

Introduction

Spinal motoneurones exhibit changes in intrinsic membrane properties during the

transition from the resting to the locomotor state. These state-dependent changes include

a reduction in the post-spike afterhyperpolarization (AIP) (Brownstone et al., 1992;

Schmidt, L994) and a change in the relation between intracellular current injection and

firing frequency (Brownstone et al., 1992;Fedirchuk et al., 1998). Krawitz et al. (2001)

recently described another state-dependent change in motoneurone excitability

accompanying the transition to locomotion: a hyperpolarization of the voltage threshold

(Vth) for action potential initiation. While the mechanisms for this enhancement of

motoneuronal excitability are unknown, the authors postulated that this effect may be

mediated by neuromodulators released during locomotor activity (Krawitz et al., 2001).

The primary aim of the present study was to determine possible ionic mechanisms

that might account for hyperpolanzation of Vth in cat lumbar motoneurones during
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fictive locomotion. To this end, we built three models corresponding to the three

biophysical types of motoneurons (S, slow; FR, fast, fatigue resistant; FF, fast fatigable)

with properties resembling those of real motoneurones recorded in vivo. The models

were built with five compartments (axon, initial segment, soma, proximal dendrite, and

distal dendrite) based on a simplification of the anatomic structure of real motoneurones.

The passive parameters of the models were based on data from cat spinal motoneurones.

Parameters of the ten active conductances included in the models were taken primarily

from literature for mammalian spinal motoneurones. They are conductances of the fast

sodium (g¡u), persistent sodium (gNup), delayed rectifier potassium (grtonl), A-current

(gxtel), calcium-dependent potassium (grt¿.spl), T-type calcium (gco_r), L-type calcium

(gcu_l), N-type calcium (gcu_r.r), h-current (gn), and potassium leak current (g¡"of. The

models were constrained to the biophysical properties of adult cat spinal motoneurones,

and target values for the simulations were taken from íri vivo electrophysiological

recordings. Because the hyperpolarization of Vth has been observed in all types of

motoneurons (Krawitz et a1.,2001), models of the three types of motoneurones @F, FR,

and S) were constructed and used to detect cotnmon changes in active properties that

might yield the Vth hyperpolarization during locomotion. It was shown in our recent

study (Krawitz et al., 2001) that the Vth hyperpolarization occurs in both the excitatory

and inhibitory phases of the fictive step cycle. This suggests that a modulation of ion

channels during the locomotor state was responsible for the hyperpolarization of Vth

rather than direct postsynaptic effects in only one phase of the step sycle.

The simulation results predict that the selective modulation of sodium anüor

delayed-rectifier channels in the axon hillock/initial segment are likely ionic mechanisms
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through which Vth may be controlled in all types of motoneurons. Portions of this work

have been presented in abstract form @ai et al., 1998a; 1998b).

Methods

Anatomic slTucture

The geometry of the models was that of a simplified cylinder structure (Fig. iA).

Since the hyperpolarization of Vth was shown to be not directly linked to the periodic

synaptic excitation and inhibition during fictive locomotion (see Results in this paper),

the effect of synaptic input was not considered in this paper. The dendrites of the model

motoneurones were simplified as two compartments. The diameter and length of the

proximal dendrite compartment were adjusted to make the amplitude of the SD spike

appropriate. The size of the distal dendrite was set arbitrarily because it had a relative

small effect on spike generation and action potential shape in these models. In addition to

the two dendritic compartments, the models had an axon, initial segment (IS), and soma

for a total of five compartments conserved the surface membrane area of initial segment

and soma (Conradi 1969; Cullheim et al., 1987). The size of the axon compartment was

adjusted to produce an appropriate IS spike.

Three types of model motoneurones were built based on the assumption that the

different properties of the biophysical types of motoneurone were determined by their

anatomic structure (size) and passive and active properties. Studies by Cullheim et al

(1987) suggested that there is little difference in the averaged soma diameters of the F-

and S-type cells, but the dendritic trees of F-type motoneurones have more complex

branching than S-type. Our models followed the same principle. The structure of F- and
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S-type of model motoneurones had the same size of axon, initial segment, and soma

compartments. The only difference was the size of dendrite compartments (Table 1).

Our simplification of the dendrites ignored electrotonic properties resulting from

branching and termination of the dendrites. The total electrotonic lengths are 0.59, 0.79,

and 0.89 for S-, FR- and FF-type model motoneurones respectively. These values are

smaller than those reported for real motoneurones and reflect the rather small distal

dendritic compartments in the present models. Such a reduction while not appropriate for

a consideration of the response to synaptic inputs is unlikely to influence spike initiation

in the initial segment and soma.

Table I

Passive parameters

Each compartment (Tabte 1) had a specific membrane capacitance (CÐ of 1.0

¡-ß/cm2. Specific membrane resistance (R¡u1) was the same in all five compartments and

was set to 7000, 5000, and 4000 fàcm2 for s-, FR-, and FF-type respectively. Its value

was chosen to give a theoretical value of the membrane time constant (R¡aC¡1) of the

model motoneurone equal to that of the corresponding type of cat lumbar motoneurones

reported by Hochman and McCrea (I994aand 1994b). Specific axial resistance (Rj was

set to 20 Ç2cm in the axon, initial segment, and soma compartments for all three types of

model motoneurones and was adjusted to 60 Qcm in the dendrite compartments to make

the models produce an appropriate spike height and repetitive firing properties. These

parameters are summarizedin Table 1.
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Active parameters

To model the repetitive firing behaviour of motoneurones, a variety of ionic

culrents were introduced into some or all compartments. We first chose nine major active

conductances (gruu, Erpn¡, 8r(¡,), gr(eHp), gca-r, gcu_L, gca_N, gr,, Brear) for the models that

have been widely found in mammalian motoneurones, including cat, rat and mouse

motoneurones (Binder et al., 1996).In addition, a tenth conductance, a persistent sodium

conductance (gNop), was added to the models to test its effect on Vth on the basis of a

recent report that this conductance was essential for initiation of spikes during rhythmic

firing in cat spinal motoneurones (Lee and Heckman 2001). As the actual kinetics of

these conductances are not known in adult cat spinal motoneurone, we have drawn the

parameters for the equations from a wide range of experimental and theoretical results.

1) gN": The fast sodium conductance was included in the axon, initial segment and

soma compartments. The state variable of this conductance was based on Traub's model

(1977), where the voltage dependency of the Is gxu was about 10 mv more

hyperpolarized than that of the somatic grur. In our models the voìtage dependency of the

IS g*" was further shifted to the hyperpolarizing direction by 5 mV for the S- and FR-

type and by 6 mV for the FF-type motoneurones. The density of the maximum

conductance (g.o*) was set to !20,240,and 200 mS/cm2 for axon, initial segment, and

soma compartments, respectively, in all three models.

2) gxpnl: The delayed rectifier potassium conductance was included in the axon,

initial segment, and soma compartments. The state variable for this channel was taken

from Traub (7977), with an activation of IS g61p¡¡ also 10 mV more hyperpolarized from

FrÁ
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the somatic Bxtnnl. The values of g,n* were set to 40, 110, and 35 ms/cmz for axon, IS,

and soma compartment, respectively in all three models.

3) gxrel: The A-current was included in the soma compartment. Parameters for

this conductance were based on previous reports (Safronov and Vogel, 1995). In our

models, the voltage dependency of both activation and inactivation curves was positively

shifted by 10 mV in order to match the recordings of fast A-current from guinea pig

trigeminal motoneurones (Chandler et al., 1994). The g.u* was set to 5.5 mS/cm2 for all

three models, roughly based on the report by safronov and vogel (1995).

4) g¡: The h-current was included in the soma compartment. The state variable for

h-current was based on Binder (1996). The g,no* was set to 6, 6, and 4 mS/cm2 for S-, FR-

, and FF-type model motoneurones, respectively. These settings, along with leak current,

resulted in an appropriate input resistance in the models.

5) 8cu-r: The T-type calcium conductance was included in the soma compartment

with parameters based on Tegner el al (1997). However, the voltage dependency of the

state variables (both activation and inactivation) was positively shifted by Z0 mV to

approximate the recordings from neonatal rat hypoglossal motoneurones (Umemiya and

Berger 1994; Yiana et al., 1993) and mouse motoneurones (Mynlieff and Beam IggZ).

The gn.,ux was set to 4 mS/cm2 for all three models.

6) gcu-N: The N-type calcium conductance was included in the soma and proximal

dendrite compartments with parameters from Booth et al (Igg7). In our models a 10 mV

shift in the depolarizing direction was made for the voltage dependency of the

conductance in order to make this channel high-voltage activated (IIVA). The gn,r* was

set to 12 and 1.5 mS/cm2 for the soma and proximal dendrite compartments, respectively,
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in all three types of the model motoneurones. Current from this channel was used to gate

the AIIP conductance (gxtnspl).

7) Ecu-t: The L-type calcium conductance was included in the soma and proximal

dendrite compartments with parameters from Booth et al (1997). The voltage activation

was positively shifted by 10 mV to make the channel relatively high-voltage activated

and to approximate the behaviours of L-type calcium channels in rat hippocampal CA3

pyramidal neurones (Avery and Johnston 1996). The activation of L-type calcium

channels in spinal cat motoneurones was about 10 - 30 mV positive to the resting

membrane potential (Schwindt and Crill 1980). The g-u* was set to 2 mS/cm2 for the

soma and 0.33 mS/cm2 for the proximal dendrite compartment in all three models.

8) grraupl: The AHP conductance was included in the soma and proximal dendrite

compartments. This conductance was dependent on the intracellular calcium

concentration, which was determined by activation of gcu_N. Parameters for this channel

were based on Traub et al (1991). The rate constants were adjusted to generate a small

time constant, which reduced accumulation of AHP current and produced an appropriate

repetitive firing behaviour and f-I relationship. The g,no* was set to 8, 10, and 1g mS/cm2

for the soma, and 3, 6, and 6 mS/cm2 for the proximal dendrite compartment for the S-,

FR-, and FF-types of model motoneurones, respectively.

9) gr.*: The leak curent was included in the soma and proximal dendrite

compartments. It was a potassium conductance, having an effect on input resistance and

resting membrane potential. The g,nu* was set to 0.35, 0.6 and 0.9 ms/cm2 for the soma,

and 0.3, 0.6 and 1.5 ms/cm2 for the proximal dendrite compartment for the S-, FR-, and
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FF-types of model motoneurones, respectively. These settings resulted in an appropriate

input resistance and resting membrane potential.

10) g¡up: The persistent sodium conductance was included in the initial segment

and soma compartments. gruap activated about 10 mV negative to the fast g¡o with a

magnitude -I7o of the fast INo (Crill 1996). Parameters for gNap in our model were

modified from the somatic g¡o. The inactivation of state variables was removed. and the

activation voltage was negatively shifted by 10 mV. The gmax was set to 12 mS/cm2

(-5Vo of IS g¡") for IS compartment and 3 mS/cm2 (-I.57o of somatic g¡¡u) for soma

compartment in all three models.

Cable equations

The simulations were done in the GENESIS environment (Bower and Beeman,

1998) on Pentium PCs running the Linux operating system (http://www.redhat.com). The

time step for all the simulations was set to 0.05 ms. Three variations of a five

compartment single cell models (Fig. 1A) were built. In general, the cable equation for

compartment k (=/, 3, or 4) can be written as

C -+ = 8 çt.t (V o-r -V r) * g¿*r,r (V ou - V t) - I ¡on¡,,t + I in¡,,t,d,k

where, VkJ , Vk, and V**t are membrane potentials of the compartments k-1, k, and k+1;

$¡-1,¡ànd th*+t are conductances between the compartments k-l and k and compartments

k and k+l; Cr is the capacitance of the compartmentk; I¡n¡rr¡r¿¿ is the injected current to

the compartment k, and l¡on¡r,¡, is the ionic current of the compartment k. For the soma

compartment l¡6n¡r,¡is written as

Iio,i,,,o,o= g*om3hqv^-Er) * g*<o^fi{(V^- E*) * gr<orr¡q (V^- Eò (z)

(1)
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+ g*rormf,ho(V_- E*) + g*oo(V^- E*) I gnmn(v^- Eo)

* gco_rmr(V^ - Ec) + gc"_rúÇ(V^ - Er")

+ gc._umlhr(v^ - Er,)

where, Bruo, is the maximum conductance for fast Na+ channel; Et<@a), delayed rectifier

K*; g*Ønpt, Ca*-dependent K* ; g*Ø1, A-currents; greak ,leak currents; g¡, h-current;

Bco_T,T+ype Cà'-, gco_N, N-type Ca**, and gco_L, L-type Can. E¡¡o,Ex, EcoandE¡, ue

equilibrium potentials for Na*, K*, Ca* & h currents and equal to 55 mV, -75 mV, 80

mV and -55 mV respectively. Letters m, h, n and q (with or without subscripts) are

membrane state variables that are defined by the Hodgkin-Huxley type equation:

where steady-state value X-: ú( q+ þ) and time constant æ1/( a+ P).

The intracellular calcium concentration [Ca*]¡o in the soma and dendrite

compartments satisfy the following equation ( Traub et al., 1991)

+=aQ-x)-þxdt

d.lc'**L 
= BI -_ _

dt Lc

(3)

(4)

where B is a scaling constant in arbitrary units and set to -17.402 in the soma

compartment and -I0.169 in the dendrite compartment. Tçu is a time constant, the rate of

decay of [Ca**]6 . It is set to 13.33 ms for both soma and dendrite compartments. Içu is

equivalent to the N-type Ca** current.

The passive parameters of the models are shown in Table 1, rate constants in

Table 2, and the membrane properties of the resultant model motoneurones in Table 3.

Figure L

Table 2
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Electrophysiological behavíour of the models

The self-imposed criteria that the model had to meet to be accepted as a suitable

representation of a spinal motoneurone were:

1. An input resistance, a membrane time constant, AIIP, and rheobase

comparable to those reported for a cat lumbar motoneuron;

An initial segment (IS) spike that is separable from the somatodendritic

spike (SD spike);

3. A realistic frequency-cur¡ent (f-I) relationship;

4. A Vth within the range of the experimental data.

To achieve different membrane properties for each type of model motoneurone,

the voltage dependency of the IS gNu, the gru* of somatic and dendritic gç16¡1p¡ & grear,

and the $*ax of somatic gh were altered. The target values defining different cell types

were taken from adult cat motoneurones (Flochman and McCre a 1994b and c; Krawitz et

al 2001). These included input resistance, rheobase current, time constant, AHP duration

and amplitude, AP height, and Vth. The resting membrane potential @m) and AP width

of the models are resultant values (see Table 3).

Some of the resulting biophysical properties of the model motoneurones are

illustrated in Figure 1. Fig. 1B (dashed line) shows an antidromic action potenrial (IS/SD

spike) elicited by injecting a pulse of current (15 nA, 1 ms) into the axon companmenr.

Hyperpolarization of soma by injectin g a -2 nA current into the soma compartment

blocked the SD potion of this action potential leaving the smaller IS spike (solid line).

The f-I relationships are illustrated in Fig. lC, and the characteristics of the AHPs are

2.
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shown in Fig. lD. The response to a -2 nA, 100 ms duration current pulse injected in the

soma compartment is shown in Fig. lE.

To be consistent with the experimental data, Vth of an action potential was

defined as the membrane potential at which dV/dt > lOmV/ms (Brownstone et al 1992

and Krawitz et al200I). This membrane potential was then used as the reference value

to calculate the height of the action potential, which was considered to be the voltage

difference between the Vth and the peak value of the AP. The width of the Ap was

defined as the time interval between the depolarization and the repolarization of the

membrane potentials equal to the Vth. Table 3 shows the resulting parameter values

from these simulations.

Our recent experimental data (n=38, Krawitz et al. 2001) reported a mean value of

absolute voltage threshold of -44.I+9.3 mV, and firing could be evoked by a mean

depolarization of 22.6tg.0 mV from resting membrane potential (-66.8t6.2mV). The

absolute vth for the models are -47.2 mv for the s-type, -46.7 my for the FR type, and -

49.0 mV for the FF-type. About 20 mV of depolarization is needed above resting

membrane potentials (S-type: -65 mv; FR-type: -67 my; and FF-type: -70 mV) to reach

the spike threshold. This is within the range of values reported in the literature (Krawitz

et al., 2001;Pinter et al., 1983; Gustafsson and pinter, l9g4).

Table 3

The repetitive firing evoked by low intensity current injection in the models was

similar to that reported for real motoneurones (e.g. Kernell 1965). The slope of the

secondary range of the f-I relation produced by the models did not perfectly match that of
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cat lumbar motoneurones, which should be within the range of 3 to 8 Hzln{ (Kernell,

1965). The present models produced a relative high firing frequency in response to high

current injections (see f-I curves above the dashed line in Fig. 1C). To avoid this

affecting the reliability of our simulation results, the currents injected into the model cells

for all simulations were maintained within the primary range of the f-I curves. In

addition, the AP width generated by our models in the control condition (Table 3) was

about 1 ms larger than the experimental data. This did not influence analysis of

simulation results since we were primarily interested in the changes in AP width between

simulated control and locomotor conditions.

Constraints for computer simulation of Wh hyperpolarization

To be considered as a plausible mechanism underlying Vth hyperpolarization, the

simulation results had to meet some constraints. This modeling study was based on our

recent data (Krawitz et aI,2001) that Vth is hyperpolanzed by a mean value of 8.0t5.5

mV (n=38) during fictive locomotion. The three cases in which Vth was hyperpolarized

more than 19 mV @ig. 2D) were ignored, and a mean value of 6.2+3.9 mV (n=35) of Vth

hyperpolarization was set as a target value for simulations. About 507o of the cells

displayed a Vth hype¡polarization of 3 - 9 mV Sigure 2D). This range was used as the

boundary within which the simulation results had to fall to be considered a possible

mechanism. Data from nine motoneurons in the Krawitz et al (2001) study were re-

analysed to determine changes in spike size and shape width during fictive locomotion to

provide target data for simulations. During fictive locomotion AP height increased by a

mean value of 2.6+6 mV (ranging from -1.6 to 17.3 mV) and AP width by 0.5+0.6 ms
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(from -0.1 to 1.6 ms). We set less than 3 mV as a desirable change in AP height (^Ð

with an upper boundary of < 10 mV and less than 0.5 ms for change in AP width (^W)

with upper boundary of < 1.2 ms. Thus we were most interested in those simulations

where 1) 
^Vth 

> 3.0 mV; 2) AH < 10 mV; and 3) AW < 1.2 ms.

Results

Effect of synaptic inputs on Vth. Motoneurones receive excitatory and inhibitory synaptic

inputs from locomotor networks during fictive locomotion. These alternating synaptic

inputs result in membrane potential oscillations, termed locomotor drive potentials

(LDPs). In order to test if the Vth hyperpolarization might be induced directly by

excitatory synaptic inputs, we previously measured the Vth in both excitatory

(depolarizing) and inhibitory (hyperpolarizing) phases of the LDPs (Krawitz et al., 2001).

We analyzed additional eight cells to more rigorously exam this issue. The Vth during

the excitatory component of the LDP was measured from the spike train induced by MLR

stimulation, and the Vth during the inhibitory component of the LDP was measured from

the spike train elicited by a single pulse with the minimum amount of current (5-25 nA,

0.2 s) required for repetitive firing. Experimental results from eight cat lumbar

motoneurones showed that all motoneurones displayed hyperpolarization of Vth in both

the excitatory phase (mean 6.8t5 mV) and the inhibitory phase (mean 6.6t5 mV) of the

LDPs. Three of the eight motoneurones exhibited a more hyperpolarized Vth by a mean

value of 6.0+7 mV in the inhibitory phase than that in the excitatory phase, while four of

them displayed a more hyperpolarized Vth in the excitatory inhibitory phase (mean 4.8+5
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mV) than that in the inhibitory phase. One motoneurone showed no difference (only 0.1

mV) in Vth between the two phases.

These experimental results show that the observed hyperpolarization of spike

threshold induced by fictive locomotion is not directly linked to the periodic synapric

excitation during the fictive step cycle. If this were true the Vth measured in the

inhibitory phase of the LDPs would have been always more depolarized than the Vth

measured in the excitatory phase. Instead, these new experimental results show a

modulation of Vth throughout fictive locomotion and confirm our previous conclusion

that the vth hyperpolarization was state-dependent (Krawitz et al., 2001).

Figure 2 illustrates experimental data forming the basis of the simulations in this

study' During the resting (or control) condition repetitive firing of the motoneurone was

evoked by a triangular shaped current injection (Fig. 2A). The Vth for the first spike was

-27.4 mY. During fictive locomotion, Vth hyperpolarization was observed in all spikes,

and the Vth of the first spike was -34.6 mY (Fig. 2B). Action potentials occurring in the

two conditions were averaged and overlaid in Fig. 2C to compare the action potential

shape and size in the two conditions. Note the small increase in spike height (3.7 mV)

and width (0.3 ms) as the Vth hyperpolarized by 7.2 mV during locomotion (solid rrace).

The example in Fig. 2 is representative of the experimental finding that while there is a

significant hyperpolarization of Vth, the size and shape of the action potential are little

changed. The distribution of Vth hyperpolarization from 38 motoneurones (Krawi tz et aI.,

2001) is shown in Fie. 2D.

Figure 2
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A series of computer simulations were done with the objective of identifying ionic

currents likely responsible for mediating the hyperpolarization of Vth that occurs during

fictive locomotion. The protocol for these simulations was to inject a triangular-shaped

current ramp into the model motoneurones that started from a value of -2 nA and rose to

a peak amplitude of i5 - 30 nA with a total duration of 5 sec. Responses in the "control"

condition were then recorded using model neurones with the conductances outlined in

Table 2 and parameters as described in Method. Response during "locomotion" were

those in which conductance were altered as described in left column of Table 4. The

resulting effects on Vth, AP shape, and rheobase current were measured. The results are

shown in Table 4. For simplicity, all illustrations in this paper were taken from the S-type

model motoneurone.

Influence of somatic currents on Vth

Reducing AHP currenl. Previous experimental results have shown that the amplitude of

the post-spike afterhyperpolarization (AIIP) in spinal motoneurones is decreased during

locomotion by l8-59Vo (Brownstone et al., 1992). The current underlying the AIIP is

mediated by an apamin sensitive, Ca2+-activated K* channel that may account fot 20Vo of

the resting input conductance of the cell (Kmjevic et a1., 1978; Zhang and Krnjevic,

1987,1988) and is sensitive to modulation by various neurotransmitters (Sah, 1996). We

used the motoneurone models to test whether a reduction in the conductance of the Irt¡¡lpl

could account for both the reduced AI{P and the hyperpolarization of Vth observed in the

locomotor state (Figure 3).
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A triangular ramp of current (bottom panels in Fig. 3A and B) was injected into

the soma compartment of the S-type model cell to induce repetitive firing under two

conditions: control (Fig. 3A) and 50Vo reduction of Brrenp) Gig. 3B). Voltage threshold

for each spike is plotted as a dot in the middle panels in Fig. 3A and B, and the averaged

spikes taken from Fig. 3A and B are overlapped in Fig. 3C. The mean value of Vth was

-41 .2+0.3 mV in control (dashed ]ine in the middle panel of Fig. 3A) and this changed by

less than 0.3 mV in the test condition. The simulation results illustrate that a 25 Vo

reduction in the amplitude of the AHP produced by decreasing lx(eHp) is unlikely to be

the mechanism responsible for hyperpolarizing Vth during fictive locomotion.

Figure 3

Increasing Sodium Current. Changes in somatic sodium conductance hyperpolarized Vth

to some extent. Equal shifts of the activation and inactivation curves of somatic sodium

conductance resulted in large increases in the height of the action potential (not shown).

In order to maintain the size and shape of the action potential within boundaries, an

unequal shift of the activation and inactivation curves was required. Fig. 4A (left panel)

illustrates the effect of shifting the activation curve (m) by 4 mV and the inactivation

curve (h) by 6mV in the hyperpolarizing direction. This shift produced a smaller product

of hm3 with peak activation occurring about 5 mV more hyperpolarized than control

(right panel, Fig. 4A). Shifting the voltage dependence of the somatic sodium

conductance to the left reduced the Vth to -50.3 mV, a 3.1 mV hyperpolarization with

respect to control Vth fig. 482) and produced an action potential that was 1 mV smaller
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and 0.7 ms wider. The inset shows the averaged spikes from the control (dashed line) and

test condition (solid line) superimposed.

Figure 4

In the second test condition (Fig. 4C) the maximum somatic sodium conductance

(g¡¡o) was increased by r00vo. This resulted in a mean vth of -49.3 mv, i.e. a 2.1 mv

hyperpolarization with respect to control but also a 13 mV increase in the action potential

amplitude and a 2.3 ms increase in width along with the generation of a double spike

(inset in Fig. 4C1). This produced a relatively small hyperpolarizarion of the Vth which

was outside the simulation boundaries for changes in height and width.

Altering Other Currents. The effects of modulation of other somatic currents and the

associated effects on Vth are summarized in Table 4. Aside from changes in sodium (gNu)

or delayed rectifier (gxrnnl) conductances, changes in other somatic currents had limited

effects on the Vth although in many cases the current threshold of the models was altered

(see right column of Table 4).

Table 4

Influence of initial segment currents on Vth

The effects of changing the I¡¡u and I¡ç1pp¡ currents in the initial segment are shown

in Figure 5. Response to the same triangular current injection used in Fig. 3 & 4 are

shown in the top panels, and the corresponding Vth for each spike is shown as a dot in

the middle panels. The averaged spikes from each condition (dark lines) are overlapped

on the averaged spike of control (dashed line spikes) and shown in the bottom panels.
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Figure 5A shows that a 50Vo increase in maximal conductance of the lr.ru produced a 5.5

mV hyperpolarization of Vth, with an 8 mV increase in amplitude and little increase (0.7

ms) in width of the action potential. Similar to the somatic case, a hyperpolarization of

Vth could also be produced by shifting the state variables of the IS g¡o in the

hyperpolarizing direction. Fig. 58 shows an equal shift in the activation and inactivation

voltages of the IS g*u to the left by 3 mV produced a 5.6 mV hyperpolarization of Vth

with a 7 mV increase in the AP heisht and a I.2 ms increase in the AP width.

Unlike the change in somatic grc(on), a 70Vo decrease in the maxrmum

conductance of g61pp¡ in the initial segment produced a 3.1 mV hyperpolarization of Vth

with a 5.3 mV increase in amplitude of the action potential and a little increase (0.5 ms)

in the AP width (Fig. 5C). A similar result could be also produced by positively shifting

the state variable n of the IS grronl by 5 mV (Fig. 5D).

Figure 5

Combining changes in initíal segment o,nd somatic currents

The effect of altering both initial segment and somatic I¡u & Ix@n) on Vth are

summarized in Table 4. In general, a combined modulation of both IS and somatic g¡¿ or

Brtonl does not significantly lower Vth much more than modulating the IS gNo or B<ont

alone. These results suggest a dominant role of initial segmental conductances, the

sodium conductance in particular, in modulating the Vth.

The results of a combined modulation of gruu and gx@n) in both the IS and soma

are shown in the bottom two rows in Table 4. The Vth was hyperpolarizedby 4.5 mV

when IS & somatic gruu was increased by 30Vo and the IS & somatic g¡çipp¡ was reduced

a-
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by 307o. This resulted in a 12.0 mV increase in AP height and a 3.2 ms increase in AP

width (double spike). With a relatively small increase in AP height (6.a mg and width

(3.2 ms, double spike), a 6.2 mY Vth hyperpolarization could be also produced by a 2

mV shift of the IS & somatic g¡u state variables (m and h) to the left and a 2 mY shift of

the IS & somatic gnr¡nl state variable (n) to the right.

Effict of persistent sodium curuent on Vth

In addition to examining the effect of the rapidly inactivating, low-voltage

activated sodium current (I¡ru), a persistent sodium current (I¡op) was incorporated into the

model. Compared to the fast I¡o, the l¡up had a smaller effect on Vth for the same amount

of conductance modulation (either enhancing the maximum conductance or shifting the

voltage dependency to the left). Addition of the gruup to both the IS and soma

compartments hyperpolarized the Vth by t.7 mV with small changes in AP height (4.1

mV) and width (1.0 ms) ffig. 64, middle trace). Increasing the IS gr,rup by l50%o, in an

attempt to lower the Vth further, resulted in a2.9 mV hyperpolarization of Vth, a 6.9 mV

increase in AP height, and a 1.3 ms increase in AP width. A 3.2 mV Vth

hyperpolarization could be produced by negatively shifting the voltage activation of the

IS gxor by 5 mV, but this also caused a 6.6 mV increase in AP height and a 1.6 ms

increase in AP width Fig. 6B).

Compared to the IS gnur, modulation of somatic g¡up had a smaller effect on Vth

but a larger effect on AP size and shape. A I50Vo increase in the somatic gNap resulted in

a 2.2 mY hyperpolarization of Vth and a significant distortion of the shape of the action

potential and @g. 6C). The Vth could be hyperpolarized to the same amount by a 5 mV
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left-shift of the activation voltage of the somatic g¡up leaving a large change (double

spike) in shape of the spike (Fig. 6D).

Enhancing both the IS and somatic g¡¿p did not lower Vth significantly more than

modulating the IS gNop âlone but resulted in a relatively larger increase in spike size and

width. The Vth could be hyperpolarized by 3.2 mV by either increasing the IS & somatic

gNop bY I507o or negatively shifting the activation voltage of the IS & somatic g¡op by 5

mV (not illustrated, see results in Table 4). Both modulations caused a large increase in

spike width and more than a 7 mV increase in spike height.

Figure 6

Discussion

Simulation results suggest that the selective modulation of sodium and/or delayed-

rectifier channels in the initial segment are candidate ionic mechanisms for

hyperpolarization of Vth that occurs in adult cat spinal motoneurones during fictive

locomotion.

Mechanisms

locomotion.

unlikely contributíng to Vth hyperpolarization during

Excluded lonic Mechanisms. Seven of the ionic conductances (gr(aHp), gr(,r), grr, gcar,

8cuI-, gcaN, and g¡.uf included in the models had no effect on the Vth when the effects of

neuromodulators were simulated by changing the maximum conductance through these

channels (Table 4). Initially we anticipated that currents such as gx(e), grr, and gs._1

which are active at subthreshold membrane potentials, would have an important role in
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determining Vth. Simulations show, however, that compared to the fast sodium current

these conductances have little effect on Vth either because their activation time constants

are relatively long or because the induced currents are relatively small. In general

increasing these conductances had little or no effect on current threshold (right column,

Table 4). Other mechanisms excluded because of their small effect on Vth (< 3.0 mV) or

large effect on the action potential amplitude or width were: (1) increasing the maximum

conductance of somatic g¡o; (2) decreasing the maximum conductance of the somatic

grtonli (3) shifting the voltage dependency of the somatic gxronl to the right; and (4)

increasing the somatic g¡¡up.

Effect of rate of change of membrane potential on Vth. Spike threshold in cat spinal

motoneurones can be hyperpolarized by a rapid membrane depolarization produced by a

current pulse in both anaesthetised (Powers and Binder 1996) and decerebrate cats

(Krawitz et al., 2001). The mechanism underlying this type of Vth hyperpolarization was

recently investigated using a single cell model @ai et al., 2000). The simulation results

suggested that Vth hyperpolarization produced by membrane potential oscillation could

be due to a quicker activation of the fast sodium conductance, which induces a relatively

large amount of I¡¡u in the subthreshold range of the membrane potential and thus results

in a lowering of the Vth. It is important to note that only the first spike in a train shows a

reduced Vth due to these rapid depolarizations. In contrast in both the present simulations

Gig. 5) and during fictive locomotion (Krawitz et al. 2001) all spikes display a lowered

Vth. Furtherrnore, the extent of Vth hyperpolarization induced by a rapid depolarization

is smaller (mean 3.8 mV, Powers and Binder 1996; 2.5 in Krawitz et al, 2001) than that
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observed during fictive locomotion (mean 8.0 ffiV, Krawitz et ã1, 2001). These

observations argue against the rhythmic changes in motoneurone membrane potential per

se being primarily responsible for threshold lowering during locomotion. Instead it is

more likely that Vth lowering during locomotion results from the actions of as yet

unknown neuromodulatory mechanisms acting on motoneurone membrane currents.

P o s s ib le m e c h anis m s fo r m e diatin g Vth hy p erp olarizatío n.

Simulations show that Vth can be hyperpolarized by modulations of g¡u or gr@n)

that either change maximum channel conductance or shift the voltage dependency of

channel opening and closing ( i.e. alter the state variables). Of these putative

mechanisms, enhancing initial segment gNa plays a dominant role in hyperpolarizing the

Vth (-6 mV) while at the same time producing only small increases in spike height (< 8

mV) and width (<1 ms). In contrast increasing somatic gNa by shifting the voltage

dependency (i.e. more channels open at a hyperpolarized membrane potential) produces

only a relatively small amount of Vth hyperpolarization (< 3.5 mV) while increasing

somatic g¡u increases action potential height more than 15 mV. The four conductance

changes found to hyperpolanze the Vth to an extent approaching that occurring during

locomotion while maintaining the action potential within acceptable timits were: 1)

increasing the initial segment maximum conductance of g¡u; 2) shifting the initial

segmental gNa voltage dependency in the hyperpolarizing direction; 3) reducing the initial

segment maximum conductance of g¡ç1¡rp¡l and 4) shifting the initial segment gxron)

voltage dependency in the depolarizing direction. The first two increase the absolute

amount of sodium current in the subthreshold range while the other two produce a
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relative increase in the inward current

increase the net inward current at

hyperpolarizeYth.

by reducing the outward l¡ç1pp;. All four changes

subthreshold membrane potentials and thus

The I¡.¡.p in cat motoneurones activates quickly and at more hyperpolarized

membrane potentials than the fast sodium current. Thus it could contribute to

subthreshold inward culrents even though it is estimated to make up only IVo of the fast

sodium curent (Crill 1996). Our simulations suggest, however, that increasing I¡¡up alone

is unlikely responsible for Vth lowering during fictive locomotion since it greatly affects

action potential shape with only modest reductions in Vth. The present simulations did

not explore the possibility that changes in this conductance during locomotion might

affect other aspects of motoneurone behaviour such as the f-I gain during rhythmic firing

(Lee and Heckman 2001). In brainstem motoneurones I¡¿p appears important in

mediating bistable membrane behaviours and evoking plateau potentials in guinea pig

trigeminal motoneurones (Hsiao et al. 1998), and regulating firing rate in guinea pig

facial motoneurones (Nishimura et al., i989). Also relevant in this regard is the report

that the activation of I¡up can be shifted in the hyperpolarizing direction by activation of

protein kinase C in neocortical neurones (Astman et al., 1998).

Modulation of sodium channels

The earliest intracellular studies suggested that the initial segment was the site of

action potential initiation in cat motoneurones. Activation of fast Na+ channels in the

initial segment produces large inward currents (30 - 80 nA, Barrett & Crill 1980) that

would readily lead to action potential initiation since they are well above the current
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threshold for cat spinal motoneurones (2-40 nA, see Hochman and McCrea 1994).

Simulations summarized in Table 4 suggest a potentially important role for modulation of

initial segment sodium currents in lowering Vth during locomotion. The potential

contribution of changes in somatic gNu to decreasing Vth (Table 4) may be an

overestimate since the simulations assumed a similar density of Na* channels in the soma

and initial segment. In cultured spinal neurons and retina ganglion cells the density of

Na* channels in the soma is much lower than in the initial segment (Catterall, 1981;

Wollner and Catterall, 1986). This results in about 80Vo of the inactivating Na+ current in

dorsal horn neurones coming from the initial segment/axon (see Safronov, Iggg).

There is mounting evidence that the sodium cunent is a target for modulation by

neurotransmitters. Modulation of sodium channels has been shown to control the input-

output relations in neostriatal cells and to regulate firing patterns of pyramidal neurones

(see Cantrell and Catterall 2001). The modification of voltage_dependent activation and

inactivation of sodium channels has been reported for extracellular toxin binding,

suggesting that voltage dependency may be amenable to modulation (Cestèle et al., 1998;

and Catterall, 1992). A recent study (Azouz and Gray, 2000) in cat visual cortical

neurons suggested that an increased availability of sodium channels is responsible for a

lowering of voltage threshold which enhances the sensitivity of cortical neurones to

synchronous synaptic inputs. These studies raise the possibility that the Na+ channel is a

potential target for modulation during activity in several places in the nervous system

(Cantrell and Catterall 2001).

The Vth of spinal motoneurones consistently decreases during brainstem-evoked

fictive locomotion without large alterations in action potential shape (Krawitz et al 200i).
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Present simulations using realistic models of the threshold behaviour of adult cat spinal

motoneurones, show that increasing activity of the Na* or reducing activity of the delayed

rectifier K+ channels during locomotion can also reduce motoneurone Vth without

producing large changes in the action potential. Similar effects can be achieved by

shifting the voltage dependency (m & h) of g¡¡u in the hyperpolarizing direction or

shifting the voltage dependency (n) of Brront in the depolarizing direction. previous

studies on the fast potassium conductance (delayed rectifier) showed that its activation in

cat spinal motoneurones could induce a large (-30 nA) outward current when the

membrane potential was brought 20 mV positive to the resting potential @arrett et al.,

1980). Thus a reduction of this current during locomotion could result in an increase in

the relative amount of inward current and hence reduce Vth. Neuromodulators acting on

Na* or K* channels located in the initial segment would seem to be the most effective for

threshold reduction.

In both the present simulations and experimental results (Krawitz et al 2001) the

hyperpolarization of Vth reduces both the current and the amount of membrane potential

depolarization required to reach threshold. Such locomotor-state dependent changes

could substantially facilitate motoneurone recruitment during locomotion @ai et al.,

1999;Ktawitz et al 2001). The challenge is to find potential neuromodulatory substances

that may be released with the onset of locomotion and contribute to threshold reduction.

Conclusions

The state-dependent hype¡polarization of Vth during fictive locomotion will

increase motoneurone excitability and is suspected to play an important role in
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motoneurone recruitment during locomotion @ai et al., 1999). Our simulation results

suggest that the mechanisms producing this dynamic change in the biophysical properties

of spinal motoneurones may be a receptor-activated modulation of the Na" and/or

delayed rectifier K* channels. Furthermore, the simulations suggest that the most

effective modulation of Vth will occur if the receptor-activated modulation is targeted

within the initial segment. These predictions are amenable to testing in future

experiments.
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Tables

Table 1. Structural measurements of the motoneurone models and their cable paramerers.

MN type diameter

(ttm)

length

(pm)

R¡a

(Ocmz)

R¿

(Qcm)

Cy

(UF/cm2)

S-type

Axon

Initial segment

Soma

Proximal dendrite

Distaldendrite

FR-type

Axon

Initial segment

Soma

Proximal dendrite

Distal dendrite

FF-type

Axon

Initial segment

Soma

Proximal dendrite

Distal dendrite

10

6

t0

40

30

400

100

360

7æ

500

10

6

t0

40

30

7000

7000

7000

7000

7000

5000

5000

5000

5000

5000

4000

4000

4000

4000

4000

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

tt)

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

i.0

1.0

20

20

20

60

60

400

100

360

500

400

20

20

ZU

60

60

20

20

20

60

60

10

6

10

40

JU

400

100

360

700

500
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Table 2. Rate constants in Hodgkin-Huxley equations.

Conductance Compartment Forward (a) Backward (p)

8u"

Enop

8*@n)

8tØl

o,òn

8co-r

8co-u

8c"-t

8t<ønp)

Initial segment (IS)

Axon and soma

IS and soma

IS

Axon and soma

soma

Soma

Soma

Soma and dendrite

Soma and dendrite

Soma

Dendrite

S- & FR- rype:

FF-rype:

ly 0.4(5-y)*m - ---.54 _
exÞ( 

-)-r
-5

Øi, = 0.?8 exp(]i¡

.,t _ 0.4(4-y )*m- .ñ-exp(-)-l

dh = o.tt "*p(-;:)

0.4(17 .5-V \
d,^ = -----773nL

exp( , )-l
25_V

dh = 0.28 exp(-õ-)

t-Y 0.4(7.5-V)
wm - -----13:.V-

exD{- )-l'5

fy _ 0.02(10-v)*n - ----JAT-]
exP(-)-t

0.02(20-v\
d'n = -firy:exp(-¡-)-l

ty _ 0.032(Y+54)
8m^ - :----- VT54-" l+xp(-)

rY 0.05*á^ - r**or$"l0
0.06u^^ = 11---;vi77t+exD(-)

).J

rv _ 0.02(y+38)*m, - . -Y+18:- l+xP(-)

ty _ -0.0001(Y+43)*år - l*.rEi" 7.8

0.25*mu -: .vi$.' I+exp(-)

n nt<
wh. - _vlls.'' l+exp(-)

t-v 0.025*m¡ - :------VTJ0:

- rc-3 lcaz*].,

= ¡g* [6o:*1.' -tn

R _ 0.4(Y-30)
Pm - .V=56.-7exp(-)-l

¡)4
Ph = ---.6=v. ,exD(-)+l'- t0

ß 0.4(v-29)
t-m - 

-V4-exP(-)-l

n4
Ph = ---.zçry _exP(-)+r'10

a 0.4(v -45)
Pm - -----n'=45-

exP(;-)-l

n4
Ph = -----464-

exo(-)+I^' 10

t) 0.4(Y-35)
P^ = --v=ß-

exP(-)-l

n-V
Pn = 025exp( 

80 )

þn'

þ^o

þo^

l0-v
= 0.25exo(-)^'ðu'

0.203
= --;vÐ0:

exp\_Ã_)

0.05
= ::----;v-FT6:I+exP( 

-)0.06
=:----.v17s:

r+exD(-ì
-).J

þ^

n -{.05(Y+41)
P^, = ,-----yrfr' l-€xp(-)

n 0.03
Pn, = ;---;-v44I-- t+exD( _t'- -4.8'
t) 0.25

P^, =: ---yrT.' l+exP(-)

R 0.025
Phn -;.ry,ry1

þ^, = o'03'r,n

" l+exD(----::l"7

Ên = o.oo

þn = o'oo

a.
d.
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Table 3. Membrane properties of three motoneuron types produced by the models.

Properties of model cell S-type model cell FR-type model cell FF-type model cell

Rin (MO) "

Rheobase (nA) 
-

t, (ms) 
-

AHP duration (ms)'

AHP amplitude (mV) .

AP Height (mV)'

AP Width (ms) T

Vth (mV) r

Resting Em (mV) t

1.6 Q.77!0.7)

6.0 (4.3!2.5)

7.0 (7.0t2.0)

100 (110.st31.s)

4.0 (4.812.0)

67.0 (s8.s!9.7)

3.7 (2.2!0.4)

-47.2 (-44.r!9.3)

-6s.0 (-66.816.2)

r.0 (0.9110.2)

13.0 (11.613.1)

5.0 (5.1tl.1)

8s.0 (81.9t17.1)

3.0 (3.111.1)

62.4 (s8.5!9.1)

3.4 (2.2!0.4)

-46.7 (-44.r!9.3)

-67.0 (-66.8!6.2)

0.6 (0.6210.1)

23.0 (19.1!s.L)

4.0 (4.4!0.9)

80.0 (79.5121.4)

2.0 (2.310.9)

68.0 (58.s19.7)

3.3 (2.2!0.4)

-49.0 (-44.r!9.3)

-70.0 (-66.816.2)

Notes: (1) Unbracketed values are the results from simulation in the three types of model cells. (2) Rin was

measured from membrane hyperpolarization produced by long pulse (-2nA, 100 ms) current injection into

the soma compartment. Vth, AP height and width were measured from averaged spikes elicited by a ramp

of current injected into the soma compartment. AHP duration and amplitude were measured from a single

SD-spike evoked by an antidromic short pulse (1 msec) to the axon compartment. (3) Values in brackets

are means (tSD) of measurements obtained experimentally in adult cat motoneurones (*: Hochman and

McCrea I994c: f : K¡awitz et el 2001). (a) The method used to measure AP height and Vth in rhis paper

was different from that used in Hochman and McCrea (I994a, b and c). This resulted in different values of

the AP height and Vth in Table 3 from those in Hochman and McCrea.
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Table 4. Effects of changes in ionic currents on threshold properties of the models.

3onductance Change in $max

Experimental values

llnitial Seementt-
lB*" shift m & h by -3 mV

I increased by 50%

l8xont shift n bY 5 mV
reducedby 70o/o

EHur added to IS and soma
increased by L50o/o

shift m by -5 mV
Soma

8Nu shift m by -4 & h by -ó mV
increased by lO0%

gK(DR) shift n by 5 mV
reduced by 500,6

grrlrs¡ reduced bY 50%

$Kr) rcdttcedbY 50%
gh increased by 50%

$c"r increased bY 100%

æ't- increased by 1000,6

gc"N increased bY l00o,b

gt "r increased by 100%

Bxæ increased by 150%

shifr m by -5 mV

Comblnation of Initlal Scgmcnt and Soma

8p" shift m bY -3 & h bY -5 mV

. shiftm &hby-2mV
increased by 507o

Erronr shift n bY 5 mV
reduced by 50%

Exop increased bY l50Vo

shifr m by -5 mV

8H, increased by 307o and
gK@R) reduced by 30%

BNu shift m & h by -2 mV and
Êvnor shift n hv 2 mV

S FR FF Mean

ÁVth (mV)

-5.6 -5.7 -5.2 -5.5

-5.5 -5.3 -5.0 .5.3

-3.0 -3,5 -3.0 -3.2

-3.r -3;t -3.0 -3.3
-1.7 -l.8 -I.5 -!.7
,2.9 -3.4 -3.0 -3.1
-3.2 -3.4 -3.0 -3.2

-3.1 -3.7 -3.0 -3.3
-2.O -r.5 -t.5 -1.7
-2.3 -3.0 -2.O -2.4

-1.5 -1.0 -r.0 .r.2
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-6.2

S FR FF Mean

AH (mV)

't.0 9.3

8.0 9.0

4.2 4.7
5.3 7.O

4.1 6.2
6.9 9.5
6.6 8.5

\o

3.0

7.0

3.0
5.0
5.2
7.7
6.2

-1.2

r6.0
4.0
2.O

0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Notes: l) Changes less th¿n I mV in membrane potential or 0.3 ms in AP width or I nA in rheobase with respect to cont¡ol were assigned to 0. 2) g* : the maximum conductance. 3) m and
h:søtevariablesofsodiumconductance;n:statevariableofpoøssiumconduc!ance(delayed
Vth.Thesimulationresultsforotherconductances\,verecolIectedineconkol
*: AP width is measured fiom double spike as shown in Fig.4C.

3.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

-t.0 0.0
¡ 3.0 t 8.0
3.1 6.2
1.6 2.6

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

6.4

8.0

4.0
5.8
<J

8.0
7.1

-0.7

15.?
4.4

2.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

S FR FF Mean

-2.2 -2.5 -1.9 -2.2

-2.2 -2.4 -t.7 -2.1

-4.8 -s.3 -4.8 .5.0

-4.8 -5.3 -4.4 4.8
-5.4 -5.7 -5.r -5.4
-3.5 -4.0 -3.0 -3.5
-2.5 -3.1 -2.2 -2.6
-3.2 -3.1 -3.1 -3.1

-3.2 -3.4 -3.0 -3.2

-4.5 -5.2 -4.3 -4.7

-6.2 -5.6 -4.3 -5.4

^W 
(ms)

t.2 r.3 0.5

0.7 0.9 0;t
0.3 0;t 0.0
0.5 0.9 0.0
1.0 0.9 0.3
1.3 t.2 0.ó
t.6 1.3 0.5

0.5

0.0

7'l
5.7

o.7 0.5
2.3r 0.4
t.3 t.4
2.6* t.2
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

4.t 3.2

3.6* 1.4

l. t 0.8

t.2 t.0
1.4 I.3
2.0 1.5

3.0+ 1.9

5.0* 3.9*
3.7+ 1.7

3.2ù 1.8

3.2* 3.0*

0.0

S m nf Mean

1.0

0.8

0.3
0.5
0.7
1.0
t.1

0.4
0.9
l.l
1.6

0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.2

1.8

0.8

0.9
1.1
t.2
1.7

35
1.9

1.8

2.3

0.0

8.9

7.5

.MA

Âlr (nA)

0.0 0.7

2.5 7.4
15.6 r9.4
4.3 8.0
3.0 7.0
l0.l I 1.5

7.8 9.0

-4.0 -'t.0 -9.0
-2.0 -4.0 -6.0
-2.O -2.O -2.O

-2.0 -2.0 -2.O
0.0 0.0 0.0
-1.0 -1.0 -t.0
-1.0 - 1.0 0.0

8.4

5.9

0.0

5.5
t7.0
5.6
4.6
10. I
7.2

0.0
0.0
0.5

t.0
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.3

0.4

0.4

0.4
0.5
0.0
0.3

1.7

0.5

o.4

83
6.4

0.2

5.1

17.3
6.0
4.9
r0.6
8.0

12.0 16.0 13.0

-r.0 -1.0 -t.0 -1.0
-t.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0
-t.0 -2.o -t.0 .1.3

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0
.1.0 -1.0 -1.0 -1.0

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

-6.7

-4.0
-2.0
-2.0
0.0
.1.0
-0.7

7.4

13.7

5.7

-t.0 -r.0 -t.0
-t.0 -1.0 0.0

-2.0 -5.0 4.0
-1.0 -3.0 -4.0
-r.0 -3.0 -4.0
- 1.0 -3.0 -3.0
-1.0 -2.0 -2.0
-t.0 -t.0 -1.0
-2.O -2.0 -t.0

-1.0 -3.0 -3.0

-4.O -5.0 -5.0

2.0 3.0 23
-1.0
-0.7

-3.7

-2.7
.2.7
-2.3
-1.7
-1.0

-1.7

-2.3

-4.7



Figure Legends

Figure 1. Single cell models and initial properties. A. Three types of single cell

models (S, FR and FF) with five compartments were built that retained the macro

structure of cat lumbar motoneurones important for the generation of anti- and

orthodromic action potentials. B. Overlap of the IS/SD and IS spikes produced by the S-

type model motoneurone. The amplitude of the IS/SD spike is -67mY and the IS spike

-30mV. C. Frequency-curent (f-I) relations produced by step current injection into the

soma compartments of the three types of model cell (S, FR and FF). The frequency was

calculated by dividing the number of spikes by the duration (500 ms) of each step current.

The slopes of the primary range for the three models are 3.4, I.8 and 3.6 HzlnA

respectively (below the horizontal dashed line), and the slopes of the secondary range are

12,13, and 11HzlnA (above the dashed line). D. Enlarged IS/SD spikes taken from the

antidromic single spikes produced by the three types of the model cell. Spikes were

overlapped on the alignment of their resting membrane potentials. The

afterhyperpolarization (AIf) durations are 100, 85, and 80 ms for the S-, FR- and FF-

type models respectively, and the amplitudes of the AI{P are 4,3, and 2 mV respectively.

E. Passive responses of the models to an injection of -2 nA current into the soma

compartments. The voltage trajectories are aligned on the resting membrane potentials.

The membrane hyperpolarizations produced by a-2 nA current injection were -3.2 mV

for the s-type model cell, -2.0 mv for the FR-type, and -1.2 mv for the FF+ype.

Figure 2. Intracellular recording from a cat lumbar motoneurone (Krawitz et al

2001). Spikes were evoked by injecting triangular currents (not shown) into the

motoneurone before (panel A) and during fictive locomotion (panel B). The averaged
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spikes made from the firing in panels A and B respectively were overlapped in panel C to

show the differences in voltage threshold (Vth), AP height, and AP width between

control (dashed line) and fictive locomotion (dark line). In this example, the mean Vth,

averaged spike height, and averaged spike width were -27 .4 my, 52.2 mv, and 2.0 ms

respectively in control and -34.4 mV, 55.9 mV, and 2.3 ms respectively during fictive

locomotion. The motoneurone showed a 7.2 mY hyperpolarization in Vth, 3.7 mV

increase in AP height, and 0.3 ms increase in AP width during fictive locomotion.

Voltage calibration bar for panels A and B is shown in panel A. The measurement of Vth

and action potential amplitude and width is described in method. The distribution of Vth

hyperpolarization from 38 motoneurones (Krawitz et al., 2001) is shown in Panel D.167o

of the cells displayed a Vth hyperpolarization of 1 - 3 mV, 477o ofthe cells within 3 - 9

mY,297o of the cells within 9 - 12 mV, and ïVo of the cells over 12 mV.

Figure 3. Reducing Ir(nHp) does not affect Vth. Triangular currents (15 nA, 5 Sec,

starting from -2 nA; shown in the bottom panels in A and B) were injected into the soma

compartment of the S-type model cell to make the cell fire in two conditions (A and B).

Each dot in the middle panels of A and B is the Vth for the corresponding spike in the top

panels. A. In control, the mean Vth was -41.2+0.3 mV (dashed lines in top and middle

panels in A and B). B. A decrease in the maximum conductance of the I¡qa¡p¡ by 50Vo

resulted in a reduction in the amplitude of the AHP by -257o (reducing -1.0 mV) with

little hyperpolarization (< 0.3 mV) of Vth (dark line in the middle panel of B) and no

changes in spike height or width. C. The first four spikes from A and B were averaged

and then overlapped. The dashed line is for the averaged control spike, and the dark line

for the averaged spike where gx(nup) was reduce dby 50Vo.
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Figure 4. Altering somatic I¡u alters Vth. The S-type model cell was made to fire

under two conditions (B and C) by injecting triangular current (the same as that used in

Fig. 3) into the soma compartment. Vth for each spike shown in panels Bl and Cl was

plotted as a dot in 82, and C2 respectively. The first four spikes in each condition were

averaged and then overlapped on the averaged spike of control taken from Fig. 3C (insets

in Bl and C1, dashed-line spike for control). The dashed line crossing panels Bl and Cl

represents the resting membrane potential of -65 mV, and the dashed line crossing panels

82 and C2 represents the mean value of the Vth of -47.2 mY for the S-type model cell in

the control condition. A. Curves of the state variable m & h were shifted to the

hyperpolarizing direction by 4 &. 6 mV respectively (left panel). This resulted in a lefr

ward shift of product of hm3 (right panel). Dashed lines stand for control and dark lines

for shifted curves. B. Vth could be hyperpolarized by unevenly shifting the state variables

of gNu (shown in panel A) with small changes in spike height and width. C. Increasing the

somatic ûrâx g¡¿ resulted in a large increase in spike height and width.

Figure 5. Hyperpolarization of Vth could be produced by increasing the initial

segment (IS) IN" or decreasing the IS Iç1¡p¡. Triangular currents (as used in Fig. 3 e.4)

were injected into the soma compartment of the S-type model cell to make the cell

repetitively fire in four conditions (4, B, C and D). Vth for each spike shown in 41, 81,

Cl and D1 are plotted in A2,P2, CZ andDZ, and the average of the first four spikes in

each condition is superimposed on the control spike (dashed line) in 43, B3, C3 and D3.

The dashed line crossing the top panels represents the resting membrane potential of -65

mV, and the dashed lines crossing the middle and bottom panels represent the mean value

of the Vth of -41.2 mY for the S-type model cell measured in control. A. Increasing the
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max IS gNa hyperpolarized the Vth by 5.5 mV with smali increases in AP height (8'0 mV)

and width (0.7 ms). B. Shifting the IS gNa state variables m and h to the hyperpolarizing

direction lowered the Vth by 5.6 mV and resulted in a 7.0 mV increase in AP height and

1.2 ms increase in AP width. C. Reducing the max IS grpnl produced a hyperpolarization

of the Vth by 3.1 mV and caused a small increase in AP height (5.3 mV) and width (0.5

ms). D. Shifting the state variable of IS gxronl to the depolarizing direction

hyperpolarized the Vth by 3.0 mV with little increase in AP height (4.2 mV) and width

(0.3 ms).

Figure 6. Altering g¡up affects Vth and spike shape. Repetitive firing of the S-type

model cell was evoked by a triangular current injection as shown in Fig' 3. Averaged

spikes (dark line) from each condition (A-D) are superimposed on the control spike

(dashed line). The dashed-straight line crossing panels A-D represents the mean value of

vth (-4j.2 mV) measured in control. A. Addition of gruue to both the initial segment

compartment with gNap= 12 mS/cm2 (-57o ofIS gtuJ and soma compartment with gNup= 6

mS/cm2 (-I.5To of somatic g¡.¡J hyperpolarized the Vth by I.7 mV and resulted in a 4.L

mV increase in AP height and 1.0 ms increase in width (middle trace). A 2.9 mV

hyperpolarization of Vth could be produced by increasing the IS g*ut by I507o' B'

Negatively shifting the activation curve of the IS g¡upby 5 mV hyperpolarized Vth by 3'2

mV and increased the spike height and width. C. Increasing the somatic gNup bY I50Vo

hyperpolarized the Vth by 2.2 mY with a 7.1 mY increase in AP height and 4.1 ms

increase in AP width. D. Shifting the activation voltage of somatic gNap to the left by 5

mV hyperpolarized the Vth by 2.2 mV and resulted in a double spike with a 5.7 mV

increase in the AP height and a 3.6 ms increase in AP width'
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Abstract

A single cell neuronal model based on cat experimental results was used to

investigate the effect of membrane trajectory on voltage threshold (Vth) for action

potential generation. Previous results suggested that hyperpolarization of Vth could be

produced by a rapid membrane depolarization, but this effect is limited to the first spike

in a train. This study shows that rapid current injections hyperpolarize Vth because they

are more effective in activating the sodium current underlying spiking. The

hyperpolarization of Vth induced by rapid membrane depolarization becomes less

effective in altering Vth when other mechanisms of enhancing the fast sodium current

underlying action potentials are activated.
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1. trntroduction

During fictive locomotion evoked by stimulation of the midbrain locomotor

region (Ntr-R) in decerebrate cats, motoneurones receive alternating excitatory and

inhibitory inputs from the central pattern generator (CPG). These inputs produce

rhythmic oscillations of membrane potential termed locomotor drive potentials (LDPs,

Jordan 1983). If the neuron is recruited during locomotion, it fires action potentials on the

depolarized portion of the LDP. Compared to the resting condition, cat lumbar

motoneurones undergo various changes in excitability during fictive locomotion.

Recently Krawitz et al. (2000) showed that the voltage threshold (Vth) for action

potential generation becomes hyperpolarized during fictive locomotion.

The effects of a rapid membrane potential depolarization on Vth were examined

in our recent study (Krawitz et al., 2000). Current pulses (15 nA and 500 ms) were

injected into the motoneurones at rest to produce very rapid membrane depolarizations.

The results showed that the Vth for action potential generation could be hyperpolanzed

by a rapid membrane depolarization produced by the injection of a rapid current pulse at

rest. But the Vth hyperpolarization produced by the current pulses was restricted to the

first spikes of the train and was small compared to the amount of the Vth

hyperpolarization seen during locomotion. The present study utilizes a single cell

computer model combining the cat experimental results to examine the mechanisms by

which the membrane potential trajectory can affect Vth. This study will help us to better

understand how the Vth is modulated during fictive locomotion. Part of the data has been

previously published (Figs 1,5 and 6 in Dai et al., 2000; Figs 2 and4 in Krawitz et al.,

2001).
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2. Methods

Cat experiment

The surgical procedures and data collection methods have been described in

Section 1. For details please see previous publications (Brownstone et a1.,1992; Krawitz

et al., 2000).

Computer model

A single cell model with five compartments (axon, initial segment (IS), soma,

proximal dendrite and distal dendrite) was built using GENESIS software. The model

was similar to those built in Section 1. The same cable equations and dynamic equations

for active conductances described in Section I (Method) were used to build this model.

The structural, passive, and active parameters including rate constants are shown in Table

1 - 3 in this section.

The model included a fast sodium current (I¡ru) and a delayed rectifier potassium

current (Ixronl) in the axon, initial segment and soma compartments. Additional currents

included in the soma compa¡tment were a calcium-dependent potassium current (Irt¡npl),

a fast transient potassium current (Irrel), a hyperpolarization activated current (I¡) and

three classes of voltage activated calcium currents (L-Type: Icu(r-), N-Type: rcuo), and T-

type: Isug¡). The proximal dendritic compartment included lr(esp), Iç¿¡¡; and lçui¡¡. No

active conductance was included in the distal dendrite compartment. The input resistance

of the model cell = 2.0 M'Ç2; membrane time constant = 4 msl and the rheobase current =

11 nA. Resting membrane potential = -60 mV. The time step for simulation was = 0.05

ms. The simulations were done on Pentium PCs running the Linux operating system.
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Figure 1A illustrates a schematic of the single cell model. Repetitive firing of the

model cell was evoked by injection of a triangular curent to the soma compartment

(starting from -5nA with peak of 30nA and duration of ls, not shown) as shown in panel

B. The mean value of Vth is -35.8 + 0.7 mV. The F-I relation produced by step cument

injections is shown in panel C.

Figure 1

Tables 1 - 3

3. Results

Result from cat experiments

In order to produce the rapid membrane depolarizations in rest state we injected

current pulses superimposed on triangular current to motoneurones. Recordings were

made from 9 antidromically identified motoneurones, and each motoneurone's Vth was

measured in three conditions: 1) during control firing using a triangular cunent injection;

2) during fictive locomotion using triangular cuffent injection; and 3) control using

simultaneous pulse and triangular current injection. The Vth of action potentials is

measured at the membrane potential at which the dV/dt > 10mV/ms (Brownstone et al.,

1992 and Krawitz et al., 2000). The results from one cell with a resting membrane

potential of -55 mV are illustrated in Figure 2. In each condition the intracellularly

recorded membrane potential is shown in the top panels, current injection in the middle,

and action potential Vth for each of the spikes in the bottom. The average Vth during

fictive locomotion (condition 2,Fig.28) was -34.4 mY, and this value was significantly

more hyperpolarized with respect to the average value of -27.2 mV in condition 1 (Fig.

2A; p < 0.001 Student's paired r test). This result is consistent with previously reported

experimental results (Krawitz et al., 2000).
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Figure 2

However, there is a major difference in the rates of depolarization between

conditions 1 and 2 due to rhythmic membrane potential fluctuations associated with

locomotion (locomotor drive potentials, LDPs). The possibility that hyperpolarization of

Vth in the locomotion condition was due to the rapid rates of depolarization associated

with LDPs was investigated. Current pulses (10 nA, 300 ms duration) were delivered to

produce membrane depolarizations with the amplitude, duration and frequency similar to

the LDPs (Fig 2C). A triangular cunent injection was superimposed on the ongoing

current pulse train, and the Vth for action potentials in this condition were measured. The

average Vth was -27.8 mY and was not significantly different from the average Vth in

condition I even though the rate of depolarization produced by the current square waves

was much greater than the rate of depolarization produced by the LDPs. However, a

significant difference remained between the average values in conditions 2 and 3.

It is obvious from Fig2 that, during conditions 2 and 3, the first spikes in each

train of action potentials (circled) had lower voltage thresholds than the remaining spikes.

A comparison of the average voltage thresholds of the first spikes revealed that this

subset of the data also showed significant hyperpolarization during the locomotion

condition. In general, there was no difference in the average Vth of spikes in the two

control conditions. In contrast, the Vth for an action potential during fictive locomotion

was always hyperpolaized more than either of the two control conditions. The results

from 9 motoneurone recordings were summarized in Table 4&5 and Figure 3. These

results show that membrane potential oscillations produced by either square pulses at rest

(condition 3) or LDPs during fictive locomotion (condition 2) could cause alteration in
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voltage threshold. However, such Vth alteration caused by LDPs is limited to a range of

less than 3 mV.

Tables 4&5

Figure 3

These results suggest that the phenomenon of hyperpolarization of Vth that

accompanies the onset of locomotion could not be produced by the increased rate of

depolarization produced by the LDPs. This position was strengthened by the data

presented in Figure 4 where the Vth for a medial gastrocnemius (MG) motoneurone was

measured in three different conditions. In the control condition Gig. aA) a train of

current pulses (15 nA, 250 ms duration) was applied to produce the rapid membrane

depolarizations similar to the LDPs. The resulting mean Vth was -66.4 mV. Fig. 4B

illustrates the firing behaviour and Vth of the motoneurone during the initial phase of

locomotion in which the LDPs were not very well developed. In this condition the

average Vth was -75.8 mV, a difference of 9.4 mV compared to control @ig. 4A). In Fig.

4C the Vth was measured from the same motoneurone during well-developed locomotion

in which the motoneurone received much stronger inhibitory input from the CPG in the

antagonist phase of the step cycle. This resulted in a sharp and increased amplitude of the

LDPs. During this condition the average Vth was -74.6 mY, which was not significantly

different from that during the locomotion condition in which the LDPs were not very well

developed. Thus, irrespective of a well-developed LDP and the resultant increase ,n ,n.

rate of depolarization, the Vth for action potentials in spinal motoneurones was

significantly hyperpolanzed upon the transition to the fictive locomotion state.

Figure 4
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Results from the computer model

In order to examine the possible mechanisms by which a rapid change in

membrane potential produces the Vth hyperpolarization, we injected triangular cunents

with varying slopes into the soma compartment of the model. Figure 5 shows these

simulation results. In panels A and B the somatic membrane potentials were shown in the

top panels, the net membrane currents (Im) in the middle, and the injected triangular

currents in the bottom.

Figure 5

Figure 5A shows that a single spike was evoked by injecting a triangular current

(starting at -5 nA with peak 15 nA and duration L25 ms) into the soma compartment. The

slope of the ramp current was 0.33 nA/ms (bottom panel in A). The Vth for this spike

was -42.0 mV (top panel in A), and the peak membrane cunent (Im) underlying the spike

was -126 nA (middle panel in A). Increasing the slope of the ramp cuffent to 0.66 nA"/ms

(bottom panel in B) evoked three spikes in the model cell (top panel in B). The Vth for

the first spike was -43.4 mY, -1.5 mV lower than that in panel A. The peak Im for this

spike was -140 nA (middle panel in B), 14 nA larger than that in A. The Vth for the

remaining two spikes werc -40.2 mV and -39.9 mV respectively, which were relatively

depolarized compared with the first spike. The Im corresponding to these two spikes were

also smaller than that for the first spike. These results suggest that steeper slopes of the

ramp curent produce a larger peak Im and a lower Vth for the first spike initiation. A

systematic series of simulations were done and the results are summarized in Figure 5C.

These results show that increasing the slope of the ramp current results in an increase in

the peak Im. This increased Im would in turn cause a lowering of Vth.

In regard to spike initiation, the major component of the Im at the rising phase of
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the spike was mainly from the fast sodium current (I¡¡u). Therefore, the hyperpolarization

of Vth produced by a rapid membrane depolarization is likely due to a rapid activation of

the I¡u, which was relatively limited to the first spike of the train. In contrast, slower

depolarizations would cause relatively greater accommodation and be relatively less

effective in activating the I¡qo underlying the action potential.

The relationship between the enhanced activation of the fast sodium current by

rapid membrane depolarization and the Vth hyperpolarization during fictive locomotion

was further explored in Figure 6. Panels A and B illustrate conditions where

conductances of the initial segment compartment have been modified to produce Vth

effects which we have previously postulated to be analogous to that observed during

fictive locomotion @ai et al., 2001, i.e. Section I). In panel A the ffiâx gNa was increased

by I007o and in panel B the delayed rectifier potassium conductance (max g¡çpp¡) was

decreased by 70Vo. Panel C shows the control response, without modification of the

model's properties. In each condition the membrane potential is shown in top the panel,

current injection in the middle, and action potential Vth in the bottom. The Vth was

plotted as dot corresponding to each spike in the top panel. The circled dot represents Vth

of the first spike in each spike train. Current pulses (middle panels: 15 nA and 500 ms)

superimposed on triangular current (starting at -10 nA with peak 15nA and duration iOs)

were used to produce rapid membrane depolarizations similar to a procedure used in our

cat experiments (Krawitz et a1.,2000).

Figure 6

A rapid membrane depolarization produced hyperpolarization of the Vth when

comparing the first spikes to subsequent spikes in the train. The difference was 1.7 mV in

panel A, 1.5 mV in panel B, and 5.2 mY in panel C while the mean values of Vth for the
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first spikes (dashed lines) were 44.7 , 42.6, and 41.4 mV and those for the subsequent

spikes (dark lines) were -43.0, -41.1 and -36.2 mY respectively. These results indicated

that the effect of rapid membrane depolarizations on Vth was smaller in simulated fictive

locomotion (A and B) than that in control (C). The hyperpolarization of the Vth produced

by the rapid depolarization was restricted to the first spike in the spike train.

On the other hand, the mean value of Vth for all spikes was hyperpolarized by 7.1

mV in panel A (mean -43.5 mV), 5.6 mV in panel B (mean -41.4 mV), and 1.8 mV in

panel C (mean -37.6 mV) compared to the mean value of the Vth (-35.8 mV) measured

under triangular current injection in control (Figure 1B). The amount of Vth

hyperpolarization produced by the rapid membrane depolarization in control (panel C) is

much smaller than the amount of Vth hyperpolarization produced by a modulation of IS

g¡u (panel A) or IS grronl (panel B). This result suggests that the hyperpolarization of Vth

seen during fictive locomotion is not dependent on the rapid membrane depolarization.

The simulation results suggest that the hyperpolarization of Vth induced by rapid

membrane depolarization is less effective in altering Vth during fictive locomotion when

other mechanisms of enhancing the sodium conductance underlying action potentials

(either directly through modification of the sodium conductance, or indirectly by

modification of the delayed rectifier conductance) are activated. The fact that the two

mechanisms of altering Vth: 1) rapid membrane depolarization and 2) modulation of

conductance properties seem to not be additive provides further evidence that neuronal

Vth is likely more affected by modulation of neuronal conductances rather than being

determined by the trajectory of the membrane potential.
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4. Conclusion

These simulation results compliment experimental observations that the Vth for

action potential generation can be hyperpolarized by a rapid membrane depolarization.

However, Vth hyperpolarization produced in this way was limited to only the first spike

in the spike train, and the amount of the Vth hyperpolarization was small. These

limitations are likely due to the kinetics of the fast sodium channel. The hyperpolarization

of Vth induced by rapid membrane depolarization seems less effective in altering Vth

when other mechanisms of enhancing the fast sodium cunent underlying action potentials

are activated.
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Table 1. Structural measurements of the motoneurone models and their cable paramerers.

Compartment Diameter (pm) Length (pm) RM (Qmz) RA (A m) CM (Farads/m2)

Axon

Initial segment

Soma

Proximal dendrite

Distal dendrite

l0

6

r0

40

30

400

100

360

500

400

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.5

0.5

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

7T



Table 2. Distribution and densitv of ionic currents in the models.

Compartment 8x.

Density of the Maximum Conductance (S/m')

Erpnl ExtaHpi 8r(el 8ca-N 8c"-l- 8cu-r 8¡ Eteat

Axon

Initial segment

Soma

Proximal dendrite

Distal dendrite

1200 400

2100 1400

2000 350

00

None

0

0

ðU

13

0

0

55

0

0

0

r20

{ tl

0

0

20

J,J

0

0

40

0

0

0

60

0

0

0

0.5

0.5
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Table 3. Rate constants in Hodekin-Huxlev equations.

Conductance Compartment Forward (o) Backward (p)

8¡to

8t @n)

8tø)

8co-r

8co-¡t

8ca-t

8t (tup)

o,õn

Initial segment (LS.)

Axon and soma

I.S

Axon and soma

soma

Soma

Soma

Soma and dendrite

Soma and dendrite

Soma

Dendrite
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Table 4. Voltage thresholds measured from nine cat lumbar motoneurones

Cell No.

V¡¡ at Rest

(mv)

V¡¡ During Locomotion

(mv)

Ramp Injection
(condition 1)

Ramp + Pulses Injection
(condition 3)

Ramp Injection
(condition 2)

(0)

All spikes

(1)

l't spikes

(2)

All spikes

(3)

1't spikes

(4)

AII spikes

(s)

1't spikes

1. Extensor -39.29!0.87 -38.52 -4r.35!2.05 -44.73!2.05 -42.80!2.14 -45.67!0.76

2. Extensor -38.91tr.04 -40.66 -37.75tr0.3 -47.36!6.09 -45.43t2.25 -47.86tr.57

3. CP -35.6010.92 -36.98 -34.52t7.46 -42.29t4.14 -47.t}!r.76 -48.54t0.96

4. FDHL -44.66!2.04 -47.64 -46.0513.05 -48.1411.81 -59.63!6.25 -63.52t6.26

5. PB -51.0010.67 -5 1.6 -51.2'7t1.45 -53.6t1.04 -52.2r!r.04 -54.011.16

6. SmAB -27.21t0.88 -26.3 -27.80t2.65 -32.50!1.23 -3438t2.0 -36.13t1.46

7. Flexor -48.0110.89 -48.2 -47.66!1.65 -49.76!0.64 -5t.87L2.78 -55.0810.98

8. Extensor -37.52-.0.96 -37.8 -3796!L75 -43.75!0.35 -43.54!2.85 -46.75t2.t8

9. SmAB -48.45t1.90 -49.50 -47.Lrtr.57 -51.5010.0 -67.32!3.20 -69.8112.09

Mean -47.20+7.55 -41.90r8.07 -4t.27!7.48 -45.96X6.24 -49.36t9.77 -51,.92110.07

1/1t-



Table 5. Results calculated from Table 4.

Cell No.

Hyperpolarization of Voltage Threshold (mV)

Rest Locomotion Locomotion - Rest

1" spikes

(3) - (2)

1't spikes

(s) - (4)

All Spikes

(4) -(0)

All Spikes

(4) -(2)

1" spikes

(s) {1)
L Extensor -3.38 -2.86 -3.51 -t.45

2. Extensor -9.62 -2.43 -6.52 -7.68 1a

3. CP -1.17 L.14 -11.5 -r2.6 i 1.56

4. FDHL -2.09 -3.88 -t4.97 -13.58 -15.87

5. PB -2.36 -1.81 -t.21 -0.94 a/l

6. SmAB -4.70 r.7 5 111 -6.58 -9.83

7. Flexor -2.09 -3.2r -3.86 -4.21 -6.88

8. Extensor -5.78 -3.21 -6.02 -5.58 -8.95

9. SmAB -4.38 -¿.4ó - r 8.87 -20.21 -20.36

ÙIean -4.6!2.6 (+) -2.sr0.8 (J) -8.115.8 (J) -s.1r63 (J) -10.0rs.3 (J)

t)



Figure ï-egends

Figure 1: Single cell model and initial properties. A. A single cell model with five

compartments was built that retained morphological features of motoneurones important

for the generation of anti- and orthodromic action potentials. The input resistance of the

model cell R;n-2.0MÇ¿; membrane time constânt t.={¡¡s; and the rheobase current

I,ne=l1n4. B. Repetitive firing of the model cell was evoked by injecting a triangular

current (starting from -5nA with peak 30 nA and duration 1s, not shown) to the soma

compartment. The mean value of the voltage threshold was -35.8+0.7mV (dark line). C.

Frequency-current (F-I) relation produced by step current injections into the soma

compartment. The slope of the primary range is 1.1 Hz/nA., and the slope of the

secondary range is 11 HzlnA. The frequency was calculated by dividing the number of

spikes by the duration (500 ms) of each step current. (Modified from Dai et al., 2000)

Figure 2: Intracellular recording from a cat lumbar motoneurone. The motoneurone

was made to fire under three conditions (A-C): 1) control state using triangular current

injection; 2) locomotion state with triangular current injection; and 3) control state with

repetitive current pulses superimposed on triangular current injection. The repetitive

current pulses in condition 3 (C2) were used to produce rapid membrane depolarizations

(Ci) similar to the locomotor drive potentials @1). Voltage threshold of an action

potential is measured at the membrane potential at which the dV/dt 2 l0mV/ms

(Brownstone et al., 1992; Krawitz et al., 2000). Each dot shown in 43, B3 and C3

represents the voltage threshold for each spike shown in 41, B1 and C1 respectively. The

current injections were shown in 42, B2 and C2. The circled dots represent the voltage
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thresholds of the first spikes in each spike train that was produced by the LDPs during

locomotion (B) or by triangular current (A) or current pulses superimposed on triangular

current (C) at rest. Dark lines in A,3, B3 and C3 stand for the mean values of the voltage

thresholds for all spikes. A. At rest (condition 1), a triangular current injection made the

motoneurone firing with an averaged voltage threshold of -27.2+0.9 mV (dark line in

A3). B. During fictive locomotion (condition 2) the neurone fired at a lower voltage

threshold (mean -34.4t2.0 mV for all spikes, dark line in B3) under a similar current

injection to the condition l. The mean value of the voltage threshold for the first spikes

was -36.1+1.4 mV. C. At rest (condition 3), the neurone was made to fire under the

injection of current pulses superimposed on triangular current. The mean value of voltage

threshold for all spikes was -27.8+2.6 mY (dark line in C3) and that for the first spikes

was -32.5+1.2 mV. (Modified from Krawitz et a1.,2001)

Figure 3: Voltage threshold (Vth) measured from nine motoneurones (see Table 4).

Open bars: Vth measured at rest with condition 1 (triangular current injection); dark bars:

Vth measured during fictive locomotion (condition 2); and grey bars: Vth measured at

rest with condition 3 (triangular cunent injection superimposed by square current pulses).

Figure 4: Intracellular recording from a cat lumbar motoneurone. An intracellular

recording was made at rest (A) and during fictive locomotion (B and C). Voltage

thresholds for each spike in A1, 81, and C1 were measured and plotted as dots in A2,82

and CZ respectively. The circled dots represent the value of the first spike thresholds in

each spike train. Dark lines represent the mean values of the voltage threshold for all

spikes. A. At rest, a long pulse current of 15 nA and 200 ms was injected into this medial
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gastrocnemius (MG) motoneurone to produce a quick membrane depolarization (Al) to

the amount equivalent to the depolarization produced by the LDPs during fictive

locomotion (C1). The motoneurone was made to fire with an averaged voltage threshold

of -66.4+L7 mV (42 dark line). The mean value of the voltage threshold for the first

spikes was -69.9+0.1 mV. B. The neurone fired in the initial phase of fictive locomotion.

The mean values of voltage threshold were -75.8+1.3 mV for all spikes (B2 dark line)

and -76.3+0.5 for the first spikes. C. The neurone made firing during a well-developed

fictive locomotion. The voltage threshold for all spikes was -74.6+1.9 mV (C2 dark line)

and that for the first spikes was -76.610.6 mV. There was no current injection in

conditions B and C. @rom Krawitz et al., 2001)

Figure 5: Faster rates of cunent injection are more effective at activating action

potentials. A. A triangular current (bottom panel: starting at -5nA with peak 15nA and

duration 125ms) was injected into the soma compartment. The slope of the ramp was

0.33 nA/ms. Peak membrane current (Im) underlying the action potential was -126n4

(middle panel), and the Vth of the spike was -42.0mV (top panel). B. Doubling the slope

of the ramp culrent to 0.66nA/ms (bottom panel: starting at -5nA with peak 35nA and

duration 125ms) increased the peak Im for the first spike to -140n4 (middte panel) and

hyperpolarized the Vth of the first spike to -43.4 mY (top panel). Vth for the remaining

two spikes were -40.2 mV and -39.0 mV respectively. C. Upper panel: relation between

the slope of the injected ramp cunent and the peak Im underlying the first spike. Lower

panel: relation between the slope of the ramp current and the Vth for the first spike.

(From Dai et al., 2000)
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Figure 6: Effects of rapid membrane depolarizations on voltage threshold (Vth). The

membrane potential is shown in the top panel, current injection in the middle, and voltage

threshold in the bottom. h all three panels current pulses (15 nA, 500 ms) were

superimposed on triangular current (starting at -10 nA with peak 15 nA and duration i0

s) and injected into the soma compartment to produce rapid membrane depolarizations.

The fictive locomotion state was simulated by increasing initial segment (IS) sodium

conductance (max gN") by 100Vo (panel A) or by reducing the IS delayed rectified (mâx

gqnnl) by 707o (panel B). Each dot shown in the bottom panels represents the Vth for

each spike shown in the top panels respectively. The circled dots represent the Vth of the

first spikes in each spike train. Dashed lines represent the mean values of Vth for the first

spikes from all spike trains while the dark lines represent the mean values of the Vth for

the subsequent spikes. A. The fictive locomotion state was simulated by increasing IS

max gNa by I00Vo. The mean value of the Vth for all spikes was -43.5+1.4 mV. The mean

values of the Vth for the first and subsequent spikes were -44.7t0.8 mV (dashed line) and

-43.0+0.7 mV (dark line) respectively. B. The fictive locomotion state could be also

simulated by reducing the IS max Brronl by 70Vo. The mean value of Vth for all spikes

was -41.4+1.2 mV while the mean values of the Vth for the first and subsequent spikes

were -42.6t0.7 mV (dashed line) and -4L.I+0.4 mV (dark line) respectively. C.

Repetitive firing was evoked by the same current injection as used in A and B.

Conductances of the model cell were not modified. The mean values of Vth were -

37.6+3.0 mV for all spikes, -41.4+7.6 mV for the first spikes (dashed line), and -36.2+0.6

mV for the subsequent spikes (dark line). (From Dai et a1., 2001).
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Abstract

Krawitz et al (1997) showed that the voltage threshold (V,¡) for action potentials

in cat motoneurones is hyperpolarized (-6.3 + 3.9 mV) during fictive locomotion.

Computer simulation (Dai et al, 1998) using a Hodgkin-Huxley type model with three

compartments (initial segment, soma and dendrite) suggested that modulation of sodium

and./or potassium conductances in the initial segment is a possible mechanism for

producing the hyperpolarization of V¡¡. However, the impact of V¿, hyperpolarization of

motoneurones on the output of the entire motoneuronal pool is unknown.

A large-scale population model constructed from single-point neurons (Bashor,

1998) was used to investigate the population-level effects when the V¡, for action

potentials in motoneurones was hyperpolarized. Simulation results showed that without

V¿' hyperpolarization, a low intensity synaptic input recruited -l7qo of S-type cells and

-IVo of the F-type cells, whereas a high intensity input recruited -80Eo of S-type cells

and -657o of F-type cells. When V¡, wâs hyperpolarizedby 7mV, a low intensity input

recruited -407o of S+ype cells and -457o of F-type cells, and a high intensity input

recruited more than 907o of cells for both S- and F-type pools. Therefore, recruitment of

the F{ype motoneuronal pool was relatively more sensitive to the modest

hyperpolarization of V¡¡, but in each case the S-type motoneurone pool contributes more

recruited cells. The change of V,¡ produced only a small change in firing frequencies for

both S- and F- type motoneurones in response to either low- or high-intensity inputs.

These simulation results suggest that hyperpolarization of the V¡1 of motoneurones

enhances the output of the motoneuronal pool primarily through increased recruitment.

Perhaps this serves to minimize the central drive required to produce a behaviour.
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trntroduction

A recent study (Krawitz et al, 2001) showed that the voltage threshold (Vth) for

the action potential in cat lumbar motoneurones was hyperpolarized during fictive

locomotion induced by stimulation of the mesencephalic locomotor region (VILR). The

mean value of Vth hyperpolarization was 6.3 mV (S.D. 3.9) compared to the threshold at

rest. Computer simulation (Section I) using a single cell model with three compartments

(initial segment, soma and dendrite) suggested that a modulation of the sodium channel

or potassium channel or both in the initial segment could be the possible mechanisms

producing the hyperpolarization of the voltage threshold during fictive locomotion.

However, the impact of Vth hyperpolarization of motoneurones on the output of the

entire motoneuronal pool is still unknown. The purpose of this study is to use a large-

scale computer model to investigate the contributions made by each individual

motoneurone to the output of the whole population when voltage threshold for action

potential generation in each neuron is hyperpolanzed.

Method

A large-scale model constructed from single point neurons was used to investigate

the population-level effects when the V6 for action potentials in motoneurones was

hyperpolarized. Details of the model construction are described in a previous publication

@ashor, 1998). In brief, the model was built with point neurones that were described by

an equivalent-circuit algorithm of the potential across a unit-area membrane. The

properties of the neurone are determined by six parameters: (1) B, a dimensionless

intensity parameter that sets and size of the AHP; (2) TGK, the decay time constant of the
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AIIP following a spike; (3) C, a fractional intensity parameter for determining

refractoriness following a spike; (4) TTH, time constance of accommodation; (5) TMEM,

membrane time constance; and (6) TH0, initial voltage threshold. Ceil input is the sum of

synaptic conductances of each cell or terminal delivering input to that cell. Each cell in a

source population had the possibility of contacting any cell population in the target

population. Three different synaptic types were possible for connecting cells in a source

population to a target. Cell populations were driven by fiber populations. Each of the

number of terminals (NT) from a cell or fiber to the receiving population had the same

strength of the output synapses (STR), and a random number seed was used to choose the

target cells. All conduction times from source to target were 1 ms. (see Bashor 1998 for

details).

The point neurone used in this section is very different from the HH-type single

neurone in sections I and II. However, an aproximate relationship could be established

between the parameters of these two types of neurones based on their output behaviour,

i.e. the generation of action potentials. The parameters B and TGK in point neurone are

equivalent to the AHP conductance (grr,qHp¡) in the HH-type neurone, while the TMEM

in point neurone is equivalent to the membrane time constance (t'n) which is equal to the

product of R¡'1C¡u1 in the HH+ype neurone. Change in parameter THO in the point neurone

can be approached by altering the sodium conductance (gNu) in the HH-type neurone,

while setting of the parameters C and THH in the point neurone are equivalent to the

alteration of the inactivation of Brqu, i.e. the setting of inactivation state variable h and

time constance T¡.- !/ (an+ þ ù.
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Two types of point neuron (S- and F-type) were built based on membrane

properties of cat lumbar motoneurones. In the point neuron model, the voltage threshold

(TÐ for spike generation is a function of the membrane potential @) and can be

controlled by three parameters: initial threshold (THO), accommodation sensitivity (C,

ranging from 0 to l), and time constant for accommodation (TTH). Both C and TTH have

little effect on the voltage threshold for repetitive firing of the neuron. Therefore,

hyperpolarization of voltage threshold is mimicked by reducing the value of THO in this

study.

Definition of S- and F-type Point Neurons

Two types of motoneurone model (S- and F-type) were defined by adjusting a set

of parameters (C, TTH, B, TGK, EK, TD and THO) which determined the single point

neuron's properties based on the cat lumbar motoneurone properties @ccles, I95Jb,

Zengel et al., 1985, Gustafsson et al., 1984b). In general, an S-type motoneurone has a

larger AFIP duration, lower rheobase current intensity, higher input resistance, and lower

voltage threshold compared to the F-type motoneurone. Table 1 shows the definition of

the S- and F-types of point motoneurone and their properties. Single spikes produced by

injections of rheobase current to the S- and F-type point neurons are shown in Figure 14,

and the F-I relations for both type neurons are shown in Figure 18.

Table 1

Figure 1

Two types (S and F) of large-scale motoneurone population were constructed

from the above-defined S- and F-type point neuron. Each population contains 100 cells
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with identical properties as shown in Table 1 and receives excitatory synaptic input from

the same source (Figure 2). The strength of the synaptic input is altered by adjusting the

number of terminals QrlT) from the excitatory fibers to the motoneurone pools (For

details of the model construction, see Bashor, 1998).

Figure 2

Normalization of Voltage Threshold Measuredfrom Cat Experiments

Recent experimental data (Krawitz et al., 2001) showed that the mean value of

voltage threshold measured in control (V,r,_") was -44.1 mV (n=38) and that the mean

value of the voitage threshold during fictive locomotion (V,¡_ù was -52.0 mV.

Hyperpolarization of the threshold during fictive locomotion was about -8.0 mV (V* =

V,r,-r - Vth-"= -l .9). The resting membrane potential @m) was -66.7 mV on average. The

voltage difference (V,no) between V6 c and Em was -22 mY (i.e. V,¡s- V,n_" - Em = 22.6

mV). 'We called V¡,6 the initial voltage threshold in order to establish a relation

corresponding to THO used in the point neuron model. If we normalize the V¡¡¡, then each

t%o of the V¡6s is equal to0.22 mV voltage threshold, whereas each 1mV of the voltage

threshold corresponds to 4.5Vo of the V¡¡6. Hyperpolarization of voltage threshold by 8.0

mV is equivalent to 36Vo reduction of the V¡¡6. For simplicity, therefore, the physiological

range of the Vth hyperpolarization observed during fictive locomotion is simulated by

-40Vo reduction of the initial voltage threshold (THO) in rhe model.

Based on the above normalization we can establish a relation of voltase

thresholds between the experimental and modeling data (Table 2).

Table2
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Definition of the Low- and High-Intensity of Stímulation and Synaptic Input

For clarity we give some definitions of the terms used in this modeling study.

(1) A minimum amount of stimulation current (SC) which makes the S-type point neuron

repetitively to fire is defined as the low-intensity stimulatíon (SC=17), and the

resultant firing frequency is defined as the minimum firing frequency of the S-type

point neuron (f=l2Hz).

(2) A minimum amount of stimulation current (SC) which makes the F-type point neuron

repetitively to fire is defined as the high-intensiry stimulation (SC=24), and the

resultant firing frequency is defined as the minimum firing frequency of the F-type

point neuron (f= 15 Hz).

(3) The strength of synaptic input, which drives the S-type motoneurone pool to fire at

the average frequency approximately equal to the minimum firing frequency of the S-

type point neltron, is defined as the low-intensity synaptic ínput Q.{T=3).

(4) The strength of synaptic input, which drives the F-type motoneurone pool to fire at

the average frequency approximately equal to the minímum firing frequency of the F-

type point neuron, is defined as the high-intensity synaptic input (NT=9).

The strength of synaptic input can be determined by several parameters in this

large-scale model. We use the number of terminals (NT) from the excitatory fibers to the

motoneurone pools to adjust the synaptic drive potential in current simulation.

Símulatíon Procedure

The simulation was done in two conditions: low-intensity synaptic input (NT=3)

and high-intensity synaptic input (NT=9). Both the S- and F-type motoneurone pools
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received the same synaptic inputs from the excitatory fibers with a duration of 300 ms

(Figure 2). The initial voltage threshold (THO) for spike generation in point neurons thar

constructed the S- and F-type motoneurone pools was reduced successively to mimic the

hyperpolarization of voltage threshold (Table 2). Simulation data was collected and later

analyzed using the analyses tool developed by Bashor (1998).

Results

Figure 1A shows single spikes evoked by injections of rheobase current to the

point neuron models. An S+ype point neuron generates a single spike with AHP duration

of -120 ms, rheobase cunent intensity of 13, and initial voltage threshold (THO) of 10

mV while a F-type point neuron produces a single spike with AHP duration of -80 ms,

rheobase of 2I, and THO of 17 mV. The F-I relations produced by the two types of the

point neuron are plotted in Figure 181 (filied circle for S{ype and open circle for F-

type). A 4OVo reduction of THO, which corresponds to -8 mV hyperpolarization of

voltage threshold in cat lumbar motoneurones observed during fictive locomotion, shifts

the F-I relations to the left (Fig. 182).

The relation of firing frequency and voltage threshold produced by the two types

of point neuron is shown in Figure 3. Figure 3A shows that with low-intensity stimulation

(SC=17) the reduction of voltage th¡eshold resulted in an increase in firing frequency in

both S- and F-type point neurons. However, the firing frequency of the F-type point

neuron is more sensitive to the hyperpolarization of voltage threshold than the S-type,

especially when the hyperpolarization of Vth < 40Vo, where the F+ype point neuron was
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almost inactivated. A 407o hyperpolarization of Vth made both types of neuron to fire at

the same frequency of 16 FIz (gray bar in the figure).

Hyperpolarization of Vth also caused an increased firing frequency in both types

of point neuron with high-intensity stimulation (SC=24, Fig. 38). In this case, both types

of neuron were firing in the control condition (i.e. }Vo reduction of Vth), and the F-type

point neuron always fired at a higher frequency than the S-type fired in response to the

successive reduction of Vth. In general, the firing activity of the F-type point neuron is

more sensitive to the hyperpolarization of the Vth than the S-type.

Figure 3

The effect of Vth hyperpolarization on the motoneurone pools is similar to that on

the single point neurons. Figure 4A shows that with low-intensity synaptic input (NT=3)

hyperpolarization of Vth in each point neuron that constructed the motoneurone pools

increased the mean firing frequency in both S- and F-type motoneurone pools. A 407o

hyperpolarization of Vth made both types of pool to fire at the same averaged frequency

of 13 Hz (gray bar in the figure). A further reduction of Vth caused the F-type pool to fire

at a higher frequency than the S-type. However, the firing frequency of the F-type pool is

lower than the S-type pool when the Vth hyperpolarization 3 40Vo. In general, the firing

activity of the F-type pool is more sensitive than that of the S-type pool in response to the

hyperpolarization of Vth. Hyperpolarization of Vth also caused an increase in number of

recruited cells in both S- and F-type pools. Figure 4B shows that with low-intensity

synaptic input (NT=3) the number of recruited cells caused by the Vth hyperpolarization

is larger in F-type pool than in S-type pool although the absolute number of recruited
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cells in the F-type pool is less than that in the S-type pool when Vth hyperpolarization <

407o.

Figure 4

Results in Figure 4 suggest that under the condition of low-intensity synaptic

input, Vth hyperpolarization resulted in an increased output of both S- and F-type

motoneurone pools through either increasing the firing frequency of the pools or

increasing the number of recruited motoneurones. In either case, the F-type motoneurone

pool displayed a higher sensitivity to the changes in Vth than the S-type pool. This

conclusion was further confirmed in the condition of the high-intensity synaptic input

(NT=9). Figure 5 shows that with high-intensity synaptic input hyperpolarization of Vth

caused an increase in both firing frequency and number of recruited cells in both S- and

F-type motoneurone pools. The F+ype pool fired at a higher frequency than the S+ype

pool ffig. 5A). Although the number of recruited motoneurones in S-type pool was larger

than in F-type pool, the amount of recruited motoneurones in S-type pool was smaller

than in F-type pool (Fig. 5B). This is because with high-intensity synaptic input the S-

type motoneurones have been recruited by -837o before Vth is hyperpolarized, therefore

it is easy for S-type pool to get saturated in recruitment in response to the Vth

hyperpolarization. Figure 5 shows that a 40Vo hyperpolarization of Vth resulted in a 3 Hz

increase in firing frequency in F-type pool and 2 Hz in S-type pool and recruited more

than90Vo of motoneurones in both S- and F-type pools.

Figure 5
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Hyperpolarization of voltage th¡eshold also increases the number of cells active

per millisecond. Figure 6 shows that the number of population cell firings per millisecond

is increased when voltage threshold is recursively reduced from 0Zo (control, bottom

traces) to 80Vo (top traces) with either low-intensity or high-intensity synaptic inputs.

Figure 6

The primary simulation results are shown in both rable 3 and Figure 7.

Table 3

Figure 7

Discussion

A possible mechanism for increasing the output of the spínal motor system

Simulation results show that hyperpolarization of voltage threshold could increase

the output of motor system through increasing either the mean firing frequency of the

motoneurone pools or the number of recruited motoneurones or both. In both low- and

high-intensity synaptic inputs a 407o reduction of voltage threshold, which corresponds to

-8 mV hyperpolarization of Vth in cat lumbar motoneurone during fictive locomotion,

caused a small increase in firing frequency (< 3 IIz) in both S- and F-types of

motoneurone pool. With the same amount of Vth hyperpolarizatíon, however, a low-

intensity synaptic input recruited more than 407o of both S- and F-type motoneurones

while a high-intensity synaptic input recruited more than 90Vo of both types of

motoneurone. These results suggest that the spinal motor system would be more sensitive

to recruitment of motoneurones than to the increment of firing frequency in response to

the Vth hyperpolarization. The Vth hyperpolarization would enhance system output

without a need to increase the excitatory synaptic input to the motoneurone pools during
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locomotion. This mechanism would be different from that of reduction of

afterhyperpolarization (AHP) that was observed during fïctive locomotion @rownstone

et al., L992) and expected to have an effect on the increment of the motor system output

through increasing the mean firing frequency of the motoneurone pools.

Voltage threshold hyperpolarization facilitates recruitment of motoneurones

In the 1960s, Elwood Henneman proposed the "size principle" based on the

observation that motoneurones are recruited by synaptic action in a fixed order reflecting

the conduction velocity and the diameter of the their axons. Because the size of the cell

body varies with the diameter of its axon, the smallest cells are recruited first by the

weakest inputs for their lowest threshold for synaptic activation. This order of

recruitment is called the size principle.

Motoneurone recruitment is mainly determined by three factors (Heckman and

Binder, 1990, 1993; Pinter 1990): (l) intrinsic current threshold of the motoneurone. (2)

strength of synaptic input to the motoneurone; and (3) degree of randomness inherent in

either the motoneurone threshold or its share of the synaptic input (i.e. the variation

between the first and second factors). Studies (Fleshman et al., 1981; Zengel et al., 1985)

have shown that motoneurones are systematically different in current th¡eshold. This

difference is the principle factor underlying orderly recruitment of motoneurones, and is

referred to as the "size principle" (Ilenneman et al 1965). Motoneurones requiring small

synaptic currents for firing are recruited before those requiring larger currents.

Simulation results show that, in general, hyperpolarization of voltage threshold

for action potential generation within motoneurone pools does not change the orderly
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recruitment of motoneurones but changes the sensitivity of the pools to the synaptic

inputs. F-type motoneurone pools become more sensitive than S-type to the synaptic

inputs when voltage threshold is hyperpolarized by an amount comparable to the

experimental observations. This result suggests that hyperpolarization of voltage

threshold could be a strategy used by spinal motor system to enhance the force generation

without increasing synaptic input.

Deviations from orderly recruitment has been reported in previous studies in both

human and animals (e.g. Riek and Bawa, 1992; Cope and Clark, 1991). This phenomenon

is also observed in our simulations. Figure 48 in Section III shows that with low-intensity

synaptic inputs, recruitment of the F-type motoneurone pool becomes larger than that of

the S-type pool when voltage threshold is hyperpolaized more than 8 mV (i.e. > 40Vo of

hyperpolarization of Vth), suggesting a potential mechanism responsible for deviation

from the predictions of the size principle in recruitment of motoneurones. These

simulation results suggest that voltage threshold could be considered an additional factor

which influences or even determines the motoneurone recruitment.

Conclusíon

Simulation results show that recruitment of the F-type motoneuronal pool is

relatively more sensitive to modest hyperpolarization of Vth and that the S-type

motoneurone pool contributes more recruited cells. The change of Vth produces only a

small change in firing frequencies for both S- and F- type motoneurons. These results

suggest that hyperpolarization of the Vth of motoneurones enhances the output of the
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motoneuronal pool primarily through increased recruitment. Perhaps this serves to

minimize the central drive required to produce behaviour.

Abbreviation

SC

NT

C

TD

TTH

THO

B

TGK

EK

Irhe

MN

Vtno

Stimulation current.

Number of terminals .

Sensitivity to accommodation (range, 0 - 1).

Membrane time constant.

Time constant of accommodation.

Baseline voltage threshold (initial Vth, mV)

Sensitivity of potassium conductance to spike; sets size of AHP.

Decay time constant of potassium conductance recovery following spike.

Potassium equilibrium potential (-10 mV).

Rheobase current intensity.

Motoneurone.

Initial value of voltage threshold (= 22 mY) for cat lumbar motoneurones

with respect to the resting membrane potential.
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Table 1. The S- and F-type single point neurons.

vrh
(mv)

THO Irhe
(mv)

EK TD
(mV) (ms)

C AHP
(ms)

TTH
(rns)

TGK
(rns)

Neuron

S-type

F-type

u.4

0.3

800

700

20

13

-10

-10

(ô

5.0

10

t'7

.tJ

2l
20

20

r20 t2

80 19

Table 2. Successive reduction of the initial thresholds (Vuo and THO) by percentage.

Voi 100L0

Successive reduction of V¡¡s and THO by percentage

30 40 50 60 70 80 90

4.4 2.2 0

2..4 r.2 0

3.8 2.9 0

L7 .6 15 .4 13 .2 I I .0 8.8 6.6

9.6 8.4 7.2 6.0 4.8 3.6

t5.2 13.3 rl.4 9.5 7.6 5.7

CatMN
V6s (mV)

S-type
THO (mV)

F-type
THO (mV)

22 19.8

12 r0.8

19 ll. I
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Table 3. Primarv simulation results.

Control
Vth hyperpolarization by 4OVo

(-8 mV)

Low-Intensity
Synaptic Input

High-Intensity
Synaptic Input

Low-Intensity
Synaptic Input

High-Intensity
Synaptic Input

Recruitment of S-type
motoneurone pool (Vo) I7 ðJ A< 96

Recruitment of F-type
motoneurone pool (7o) I 65 40 96

Frequency of S-type
motoneurone pool (Hz) L¿ TJ r3 I)

Frequency of F-type
motoneurone pool (Hz) l0 15 13 18
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Two types of single point neuron. The S- and F-type point neurons are defined

by adjusting a set of parameters (Table 1) based on the membrane properties of cat

lumbar motoneurones. 41. A single spike is elicited by injection of rheobase current to

the S-type point neuron which produces the afterhyperpolarization (AIIP) duration of

-120 ms, baseline of voltage threshold of 10 mV (THO), and rheobase current intensity of

L3. 
^2. 

The rheobase current is injected into the F-type point neuron to produce a single

spike with AIIP duration of -80 ms, THO of 2l mY, and rheobase current intensity of

2l.Bl. The relations of firing frequency and current G-I) are produced by injecting step

current to the two types of neuron. The minimum current that makes the S-type point

neuron fire repetitively is defined as the low-intensity stimulation current (SC=17) while

the minimum current that drives the F-type point neuron repetitive firing is defined as the

high-intensity stimulation current (SC=24). 82. Reduction of voltage threshold (Vth) by

407o, which corresponds to a -8 mV hyperpolarization of Vth in cat lumbar

motoneurones, shifts the F-I relations of both types of neuron to the left (filled circle for

S-type and open circle for F-type).

Figure 2. Large-scale population model. A targe-scale model is constructed from the

single point neurons. The model contains two types of motoneurone pools (S-type in left

side and F-type in right side). Each pool contains 100 point neurons with identical

membrane properties. Both pools receive the excitatory synaptic input from the same

source. The synaptic strength is adjusted by altering the number of terminals (NT) of the

excitatory fibers projecting to the motoneurone pools. A low-intensity synaptic input is
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generated by setting NT=3 while a high-intensity synaptic input is produced by setting

NT=9. See text for the definition of the low- and high-intensity of synaptic input.

Figure 3. The effect of voltage threshold hyperpolarization (Vth) on the output of single

point neurons. The firing frequencies are plotted versus the voltage threshold which is

reduced successively with low- and high-intensity stimulation applied to the S- and F-

type point neurons. HyperpolarizaÍion of Vth causes an increase in firing frequency in

both S- (filled circle) and F-type (open circle) point neurons. A 40Vo reduction of Vth in

the models is equivalent to an -8 mV hyperpolarization of Vth in cat lumbar

motoneurones (gray bars in A and B). A. A low-intensity stimulation (SC=17) is applied

to the S- and F-type models with successive reduction of voltage threshold. B. A high-

intensity stimulation (SC=24) is given to the S- and F{ype point neurons when Vth is

successi vel y hyperpol anzed.

Figure 4. The effect of voltage threshold hyperpolarization on the output of motoneurone

pools in the condition of low-intensity synaptic input. 'With low-intensity synaptic input

hyperpolarization of Vth causes a small increase in firing frequencies and a relatively

large increase in number of recruited cells in both S- and F-type motoneuronee pools. A.

The mean firing frequencies of the S- and F-type pools are plotted versus the reduction of

voltage threshold. B. The number of firing cells (i.e. the number of cells recruited) is

plotted versus the reduction of voltage threshold. The S- and F-type motoneurone pools

are composed of 100 point neurons respectively. The filled circle represents the S-type

pool and open circle represents the F-type. A 40Vo reduction of Vth in the models (gray
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bars in A and B) corresponds to -8 mV hyperpolarization of Vth in cat lumbar

motoneurones.

Figure 5. The effect of voltage threshold hyperpolarization on the output of motoneurone

pools with high-intensity synaptic input. Hyperpolarization of Vth causes an increase in

both firing frequencies and recruitment numbers in both S- and F-type motoneurone

pools. A. The mean firing frequencies of the S- and F-type pools are plotted versus the

reduction of voltage threshold. B. The number of firing cells (i.e. the number of cells

recruited) is plotted versus the reduction of voltage threshold. The S- and F-type

motoneurone pools are composed of 100 point neurons. The filled circles represent the S-

type pool and open circles represent the F-type. A 407o hyperpolarization of Vth in the

models (gray bars in A and B) corresponds to -8 mV hyperpolarization of Vth in cat

lumbar motoneurones.

Figure 6. Hyperpolarization of voltage threshold increases population cell firings. A 100-

point moving average of the number of active cells (population cell firings) at each

millisecond is plotted in panels A, B, C, and D. The voltage threshold (TH0) is

recursively reduced from }Vo (control, bottom traces) to 807o (top traces) with low-

intensity (A and B) and high-intensity (C and D) synaptic inputs, and the number of

active cells in both S-type (A and C) and F-type (B and D) motoneurone pools are

increased with the reduction of THO.
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Figure 7. Results from table 3 are plotted in this figure. Panel A, hyperpolarization of

voltage threshold increases the recruitment of motoneurone pools (both S- and F-type)

with low- and high-intensity synaptic inputs. Panel B, hyperpolarization of voltage

threshold increases the mean firing frequency of the motoneurone pools with the same

synaptic input conditions. Gray bars: control, and ark bars: hyperpolarization of voltage

threshold by 407o which corresponds to -8 mV hyperpolarization of Vth in cat lumbar

motoneurones.
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Effect of Vth hyperpolarization on population output
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Effect of Vth hyperpolarization on population output

High-intensity synaptic input (NT=9)
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General Ðiscussion

A modeling and experimental study of voltage threshold hyperpolarization

induced by fictive locomotion has been presented in the above three sections. In this

section, some additional information is added as supplemental material as well as a

seneral review of the above three sections.

Measurement of electrícal properlies of motoneurones

The singie cell model for the three types of cat spinal motoneurones was based on

the passive and active properties of the motoneurones. The properties we chose for our

models are somewhat arbitrary. But this does not constitute a serious flaw in our present

study of Vth for action potential generation, as the main conclusion of this study are not

likely to be affected by the exact starting values of these properties. A brief description of

measurement of some passive membrane properties of the motoneurones is given in this

section.

There are three parameters that are essential to computational models, namely R¡a,

C¡y1, and Rn. The R¡a cân be derived from G¡a-Gp/Ap, where Go is patch conductance and

Ap is patch area (see Rall et al. 1992 for review.). However, Ap is difficult to measure. A

better way is to estimate the time constant (t) of the membrane patch which is

independent of membrane area. Then Ry =rl Cu, where Crr,r is generally assumed to be

1.0 pF/cm'. R* can be also deduced from an input resistance of a branched neuron,

which is estimated by dividing the input conductance by the total membrane surface. But

this estimation neglects the cable properties of dendrites and soma shunting caused by

microelectrode penetration, resulting in an underestimation (a low value) of Rrur. This

erroneously low estimate of R¡a causes an overestimate of Cvr (=t/Rru,r) two to five times
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larger than 1.0 ¡tElcmz (Rall et al.,1992). Rall et al (1992) developed some equations for

evaluating R¡ç1 to avoid this error by simply assuming that Rr'r nonuniformity is present

only as a difference between the soma and a uniform dendritic membrane or that R¡y1

increases continuously with dendritic distance away from soma. The cytoplasmic

resistivity Ra is difficult to measure directly. The reported value of R¡ for mammalian

neurons is 70+15 Ç)cm (Banett, J.N. and Crill, W.E. (1974), and a 43 Qcm of Ra value is

estimated in cat spinal motoneurones (Clements and Redman 1989).

Measurement of time constant (t) is relatively easy. There are many ways to do it,

including the graphic peeling, nonlinear regression, transform method, and optimization

method (see Rall et al., 1992 for review). As a practical matter, a measurement of time

constant is made from transient records using the graphic peeling. In general, a decay of

membrane potential following a transient perturbation induced by a current step can be

described by a sum of exponential decays: V =irorn'"r, where coefficients Coare
&=0

constants and toare equalizing time constants satisfying Tk>ÍkÐ(k =0,I,2,...). øois the

slowest time constant which can be peeled from the faster decaying portion of the

transient using semilogarithmic plotting if the values of r is sufficient large that faster

decaying terms of ) Coe-'t"' are negligibly small compared with zo. The same method
,t=0

can be used to peelø, from the peeled V @all 1969).

The values of equalizing time constants are dependent on the electrotonic length

(L) of the cylinder or neurone. For a cylinder with both ends sealed, the values of the

equalizing time constants are given by zo ='colQ+(kx/L)2), where,l.-I,2,... @all 1969).

Based on this equation and the above estimation of rs and 11 the electrotonic length (L)
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can be estimated by l=n1olrr-!)t''. The peeling method applied to many neuron types

has showed that L ranges between 0.3-2^ (l is space constant), suggesting that dendrites

are electrically rather compact from the viewpoint of soma.

Motoneurone behaviour modified by changes in membrane properties during fictive

Iocomotion.

As mentioned in the general introduction of this thesis, motoneurones display

changes in excitability during fictive locomotion. These changes include a reduction of

input resistance; a reduction of AHP; hyperpolarization of voltage threshold, changes in

f-I relation; and voltage-dependent excitation. The changes in motoneuronal excitability

are important in modifying the motoneurone behaviour during locomotion'

Reduction of AHP. In general, the repetitive firing behaviour of motoneurones could be

regulated by modulation of AHP. A reduction of AHP results in an increase in firing

frequency or increase in slope of the motoneurone firing frequency/current F/I) relation.

But this seems not true during fictive locomotion. The lack of relationship between the

frequency of firing and the current injected during fictive locomotion suggested that the

AHp might not be involved in the regulation repetitive firing (Brownstone et al., 1992).

Brownstone showed that the motoneurone did not fire repetitively in response to the net

excitatory synaptic current during fictive locomotion. This result suggests that the

capacity of the nervous system to alter the responsiveness of its motoneurones to synaptic

currents could provide it with the ability to exercise a high degree of control over its

motor output.
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Hyperpolarízation of Vth. Simulation results in Section I show that Vth hyperpolarization

is always accompanied by a reduction of rheobase current. This result is consistent with

experimental observations that in many cases less current was required to inject into the

motoneurones to evoke repetitive firing during fictive locomotion. Both simulation and

experiment results suggest that the Vth hyperpolarization along with a reduction of

rheobase current would enhance the motoneuronal excitability and tend to counter the

decrease in excitability resulted from the reduction of input resistance. Furthermore, as

predicted in Section III, this enhanced excitability would facilitate the recruitment of

motoneurones since less depolarization from either central or reflex pathways would be

required to recruit motoneurones (Krawitz et al., 2001). Our recent modeling studies

show that modulation of the IS sodium conductance (either shifting the voltage

dependency to the left or increasing the maximum conductance), which hyperpolarized

the Vth, could reduce the slope of the Fl[ curve and shift the F/I curve to the left.

Therefore, the reduction of slope of the F/I curye observed during fictive locomotion

@rownstone et al., \992; Fedirchuk et al., 1998) could partly result from the

hyperpolarization of Vth. The increased neuronal excitability via voitage threshold

hyperpolarization is thought to synchronize synaptic inputs leading to rapid rates of

depolarization in cortical neurones (Azouz and Gray, 2000). Similarly, hyperpolarization

of voltage threshold in motoneurones could be also considered a quick facilitation of

control from descending system to motoneurones and an effectiv" 
"nnun."*ent 

of motor

system output without increasing driving force for walking.

Voltage-dependent excítation. Brownstone et al (1994) suggested that the voltage

dependent excitation of motoneurones during fictive locomotion could result from
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activation of the L-type calcium channels and/or the NMDA channels that produce the

plateau potentials. This prediction was supported by our recent computer simulation @ai

et al., 2000). The voltage dependent excitation makes a major contribution to the output

(repetitive firing) of the motoneurones and makes the motoneurones proceeding from a

state of quiescence to one of firing repetitively with a rate sufficient to cause appropriate

muscle contraction (Brownstone et al., 1994). The plateau potential provides an important

amplification mechanism: the enhancement of the response to brief synaptic inputs both

in intensity and duration. The efficacy of different synaptic inputs converging onto the

motoneurone pool might be changed as a consequence of motoneurone properties (Kiehn

1991). A recent study by Bennett el at (1998) showed that the threshold for activation of

plateau potential in cat spinal motoneurones could be lowered by synaptic excitation

evoked by stretching the muscle or stimulating the nerves and that the plateau potentials

with the low-threshold activation would be important in securing an effective recruitment

to frequencies that produce significant force generation. In general, the voltage dependent

excitation of the motoneurones observed during fictive locomotion could enhance the

motoneuronal excitability and make the motoneurones directly recruited to higher, more

efficient firin g frequencies.

Reductíon of input resistance.In contrast to the reduction of AIIP, the hyperpolarization

of Vth, and the voltage dependent excitation of motoneurones, reduction of input

resistance reduced the motoneuronal excitability. The function of this change in

motoneuronal excitability during locomotion is unknown. Our recent modeling studies

show that reducing the input resistant could shift the F/I curve to the right and reduce the

slope of the F/I curve. Therefore, the reduction of F/I slope observed during fictive
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locomotion could be partly due to the reduction of input resistance, which might balance

the increased excitability of the motoneurones and make the motoneurones more tole¡ant

to the synaptic inputs and more controllable to the motor system during locomotion.

The above changes in membrane properties of motoneurones observed during

fictive locomotion suggest that although the output of spinal motor system is regulated by

the central pattern generator and modulated by descending and afferent inputs,

motoneurones might use their active membrane properties to participate in shaping and

timing the final motor output.

Physiotogical basis of sodium cond.uctance mod.ulation

Simulation results suggest that modulation of sodium channels in initial segment,

through either shifting the voltage-dependent activation of the channels in the

hyperpolarizing direction or increasing the maximum conductance of the channels, could

be a possible mechanism underlying the hyperpolarization of voltage threshold during

fictive locomotion. Now a question arises: what might be the physiological basis for the

above modulations of sodium conductance ?

It is well known that sodium channels are composed of a g subunit of 260 kDa

and two auxiliary subunits B1 of 36 kDa and p2 of 33 kDa (see Catterall, 1992 and

Cestèle, 1998 for reviews). The cx subunit is composed of four repeat domains. Each of

the domains has six transmembrane segments (51-56) and one membrane reentrant

segment. The voltage sensors are located in the 54 segment that contains 4-8 positively

charged residues. Under the influence of an electric field the charged residues can move

outward to initiate the voltage-dependent activation of sodium .f,uln.fr. The inactivation

of sodium channels is mediated by the intracellular loop connecting domains III and fV.
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The sites of cAMP-dependent phosphorylation are located in the intracellular loop

connecting domains I and tr.

Shifting the voltage-dependent activation of sodium channels to the

hyperpolarizing direction suggests that the voltage sensors of sodium channels may

become more sensitive to electric field during locomotion. Therefore, the sodium

channels would be able to open at a lower membrane potential and this increase in the

subthreshold sodium current would give rise to a hyperpolarization of voltage threshold

for action potential generation. Evidences of shifting voltage dependency of sodium

channels have been previously reported (e.g. Cestèle et al., 1998; Purkerson et al., 1999;

Astman et al., 1998).

On the other hand, the sodium conductance may not be completely (I007o)

available for activation at rest; a certain percentage of the channels would keep

inactivated in normal state of firing. Therefore, increasing the maximum conductance of

the sodium channels suggests that during fictive locomotion some unknown factors may

cause an increased availability of the sodium channels for activation thus increases the

sodium peak current and produces the hyperpolarization of voltage threshold.

S-HT modulation of motoneuronal excitability

Hyperpolarization of voltage threshold is one of the changes in motoneuronal

excitability observed during fictive locomotion. Mechanisms underlying these changes in

membrane property are still unknown. In general, motoneurone excitability can be

influenced by many factors including (a) anatomic structure (size of the neurone); (b)

afferent and segmental inputs; (c) intrinsic properties; and (d) neuronal modulators. As
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mentioned at the beginning of this thesis (General Introduction), the anatomic structure

and afferent input are not likely the reasons that cause the hyperpolarization of voltage

threshold during fictive locomotion because this phenomenon is observed regardless of

motoneurone type and in the absence of afferent inputs. Therefore, as the computer

models predicted, the most plausible mechanism would be transmitter modulation of

motoneuronal excitabilitv.

Many neurotransmitters have effects on motoneurone excitability. These

transmitters include serotonin, glutamate, y-Aminobutyric acid (GABA), glycine,

norepinephrine & epinephrine, dopamine, acetylcholine (Ach), adenosine triphosphate

(ATP), adenosine, thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRIÐ, neurokinins, arginine

vasopressin & oxytocin, and other neuropeptides. Transmitter actions at ionotropic

receptors usually induce or reduce the localized membrane currents while actions at

metabotropic receptors initiate second messenger cascades that have various effects

including altering channel or receptor function (Rekling et al, 2000).

5-HI is a well known neuromodulator of spinal motoneurones. The 5-HI neurons

originate in the medullary raphe nuclei and the reticular formation. The distribution of 5-

HT and NE in the spinal cord of the rat, rabbit, and cat is similar for both amines, with

highest levels found in the lateral and ventral horns. The 5-HT content is 2 to 5 times as

great as the amount of NE in each area.

Although there is no experimental support of 5-IIT modulation of fast sodium

conductance in mammalian motoneurones, studies (Azmitia, et al., 7996; Kheck et. al.,

1995) have shown that 5-IIT16 receptors are densely located in axon hillock, diffusely in

soma, and absently in dendrite, suggesting that 5-HT signaling may have effect on action
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potential generation via 5-HT1a receptor. A study (IIsiao et al., 1993) of serotonin-

induced bistable membrane behaviours in guinea pig trigeminal motoneurones (TMNs)

suggests that 5-HT enhances the bistable membrane behaviours in TMNs that are

mediated by L-type Ca2* and persistent Na* currents. A recent study (Hochman &

Schmidt, 1998) in the in vitro neonatal rat spinal cord shows that motoneurones display a

hyperpolarization of Vth and an increase of action potential width after bath application

of 5-IIT and NMDA during repetitive firing evoked by step currents (see Fig. 2,

Hochman & Schmidt 1998). Release of 5-FIT has been also detected during locomotion

in the neonatal rat brainstem-spinal cord preparation (Fyda et al., 1999; Gerin and Privat,

1998; Schmidt and Jordan, 2000). In general, the dominant effect of the serotonergic

raphe system on the enhancement of spinal and cranial motoneurone excitabitity is

mediated by activation of I¡, reduction of specific potassium conductances, uncovering of

L-type Ca2* currents, reduction of spike AHP amplitudes, and an increase in membrane

input resistance (Rekling et al., 2000). The effect of 5-IIT on spike initiation remains to

be tested. The following table lists the 5-HI modulation of some ionic conductances in

mammalian motoneurones.
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Effect of 5-HT on ionic conductances in mammalian motoneurones.

Conductance Motoneurone Animal Receptor Effect Reference

8¡rup

8r-toL

Þr ÞK' Þexc

8cu-r¡vn

N- & P-fype

L-type

8cu-r¡re

Spinal
Ph¡enic
Hypoglossal
Faciaì
Trigeminal

Spinal
Phrenic
Hypoglossal
Facial
Trigeminal

Spinal

Ph¡enic
Hypoglossal
Facial

Trigeminal

Spinal
Ph¡enic
Hypoglossal
Facial
Trigeminal

Spinal
Phrenic
Hypoglossal
Facial
Trigeminal

Guinea Pig

Rat
Guinea Pig

Neonatal ¡at
Cat
Neonatal rat

Adult & neonatal rat

Guinea Pig

Neonatal rat

Guinea Pig

Neonatal rat

5-HTz
5-HT2

5-HTrA,5-HT2
5-HT
5-HTrc,5-HT2

5-HT,5-HT2

5-HT2

5-HTrA

5-HT

5-HT

101,102,103,134
83,84

157
1aaLIL

106

101,t02,103,104
134,t66,167
83, 84

l4

5-HT 84

+
+
+

84

16

g¡¡*: persistent sodium conductance; g<_¡"¿: leak (potassium) conductance; g¡: h-current conductance; g¡¡: inward
rectifier conductance; g"x"i Íur excitatory conductance induced by 5-HT, activation of this conductance ãepolarizes
motoneurones. It could be produced by gn, gn or reduction of the gç¡".¡ or some other unknown conductances; Bcu_nvn:
high voltage activated calcium conductancel gs._u{¡: Iow voltage activated calcium conductance; +: enhance; -: reclìce.
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General conclusíons

The above studies suggest three points:

(1) Voltage threshold can be hyperpolarized by fluctuations of membrane

potential. However, this change in voltage threshold due to a quick activation of fast

sodium conductance is limited to the first spike in the spike train and is fluctuation-phase

dependent. Therefore it is not related to the voltage threshold hyperpolarization observed

during fictive locomotion, which is locomotion state dependent (Krawitz et al., 2000).

(2) A state-dependent hyperpolarization of voltage threshold could be produced

by increasing sodium conductance or/and decreasing delayed rectifier potassium

conductance in the initial segment. Increasing the initial segment sodium conductance

can hyperpolanze the voitage threshold by an amount comparable to the experimental

observations. Therefore, modulation of sodium conductance in the initial segment could

be a major mechanism underlying the voltage threshold hyperpolarization during fictive

locomotion.

(3) Hyperpolarization of voltage threshold could increase the output of

motoneurone pools mainly through increasing the number of recruited motoneurones.

Imp rov ement s fo r futur e mo delin g

The single cell model used in this thesis was not a perfect model. The

simplification of the dendrites ignored electrotonic properties of the branching and

termination of the dendrites. The slope of secondary range of the f-I curve and the width

of an action potential generated by the model were larger than those reported for real
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